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CITY EDITION.

Colorado made marked strides today
ture of Yzcuitlas, Tepic, by Mexican
toward lifting the three-dablockade
I
constitutionalists under Colonel Ra
CUT
incident to the fall of more than 43
fael Buelna, was reported here in dis
inches of snow in Denver last week.
to the insurgent junta. No
patches
All railroads reported more or less
details were given.
EACH
complete train service in and out of
Denver.
Finance Minister Leaves
Occupants of an apartment house
Havana,
Cuba, Dec. 8. Adolfo de la
at East Tenth avenue and Lincoln
LAV
Lama, minister of finance In the cabstreet, in the fashionable Capitol Hill
inet of Provisional President Huerta,
district, were sent shivering into the
arrived here today from Vera Cruz on
SHERMAN
STATUTE AF. TOLL OF LIVESAND PROPERTY IN REBEL GENERAL MADE STORE- board the steamship Ypiranga. Senor ANNUAL MEMORIAL SERVICE
TWO SECTIONS OF FRIDAY'S NO. street thinly clad early today by a THE
13
fire, the smoke from which penetrat
de la Lama is going to Europe by way
TEXAS IS ASSUMING ALARMFECTS THEMk ACCORDING TO"
3 PASSED THROUGH HERE AT
KEEPERS SELL GOODS AT
HELD
YESTERDAY
IN
ed every floor. Fire fighting apparaTHE
of New York. The Mexican finance
ING FIGURE
NOON TODAY
PRESIDENT WILSON
REASONABLE PRICES
LODGE ROOMS
tus, which responded to the call, beminister refused to make any state
came stuck in a snowbank half a
ment in regard to the situation In
block from the building.
When the THE
Mexico.
If AO BEEN
WARNED WILL
GRAND
JURY
ACTED MANY
OTHERS COMING IRREGULARLY
LANDAU
IS THE SPEAKER
firemen reached the structure they
ENFORCEJHE
found the janitor in the basement
MYSTERY OF THE SEA
TRANSCONTINENTAL
overcome by smoke. He was later PUEBLO INVESTIGATORS
PERSONS DROWN. TRADESMEN
SEVERAL
KNEW TWENTY-FIVWHO ATTEMPT TO
Norfolk, Va., Dec. s. Mystery sur HIS REMARKS ON IMMORTALITY!
revived. The blaze originated in and
ED IN. THE BRAZOS HAD
TRAINS HAVE BEEN SENT
HOLD PEOPLE UP WILL HAVE
WHAT THEY WERE ABOUT
rounding the reported rescue of 197
AND BROTHERLY LOVE ARE
was confined to the basement.
j
CUT-OFPLENTY OF NOTICE
passengers from the Mallory liner Rio
OVER THE
WHEN THEY INDICTED
GOODS CONFISCATED
ELOQUENT
two
relines
of railroad were
Only
Grande during a fire at Sea north of
this morning.
ported still blocked
the Diamond Shoals early yesterday
IN
THE
HARVEY FED 1,400 PEOPLE Trey were the Union Pacific line MILITARY
TREES CHIHUAHUA IS
COURT
MOVES REFUGEES
EVACUATED remained unsolved today. Although BEAUTIFUL MUSIC PEOOHAII
from Denver to Kansas City and the
a wireless from Virginia Beach to
Colorado and Southern line to Idaho
New York late last night reported
BEING MADE TO FEDERAL TROOPS GET OUT AND
MANAGER COLE OF THE CASTA-NED- Springs. Officials of both roads ex- HEADQUARTERS
EFFORTS ,AR
ARE TRANSFER
KOHN
COMES
Captain Dodge of the British steamer MRS. CHARLES
MAKES A GOOD RECORD
THEM
BY MEN IN
RESCUE
RED FROM TRINIDAD TO
CONSTITUTIONALISTS
TAKE
Swanmore having been the rescuer,
pressed the hope that trains would be
FROM
TO
ALBUQUERQUE
started to these points some time toSMALL BOATS
the Swanmore Is at Baltimore. The
DURING BLOCKADE
THE PLACE
WALSENBURG
LEND HER ASSISTANCE
day. Severol roads still weer operatcaptain of the Merchants and Miners
snow plows' today at various
liner
ing
Huwanee, which, .was In the vi
The first Santa; Fe passenger train
Houston, Tex., Dec.
Juarez, Dec. 8. As a means of
Washington, Dec. 8. President Wit
Beautiful music, an eloquent address
to prevent further interruption
was spoken late last night
cinity,
were
to
to arrive in Las Vegas from the east points
lujown
have
persons
son
northe
on
rebel
looks
the recent indictments
perished placing
territory on a
of traffic from diftlng snow.
by Dr. Jacob H. Landau and ImpresS.
wireless
the
and
Charleston,
C,
by
since Friday night came In this noon
of officers of the United Mine Work up to noon today in floods that have mal basis General Francisco Villa toknew nothing of the rescue. Agents sive ritualistic services characterized
when Saturdays' No. 3 arrived., This
ers at Pueblo as an answer to critic swept through several sections of day Issued an order that all foodstuffs
Railroad Traffic Opened
of the Mallory line say the Rio Grande the observance of Memorial Sunday;
Texas.
Twenty-fivtrain was just three days late in arrivof the persons shall be sold at prices that usually
was not licensed to carry passengers. by Las Vegas lodge No. 408, B. P. O.
Trinidad, Colo., Dec. 8. Railroad isms that the sundry civil bill ex
drowned "last night or early today obtained at times of peace.
ing. The last train to pass through
traffic, which has been at a complete empts labor unions from the opera were in
The Rio Grande today was on her way Elks, yesterday afternoon. In accordwas No. 9, which arrived here three standstill since
t
tion of the Sherman
territory where warnings of Stores in Chihuahua and other rebel to
law.
Friday, was partially
Brunswick, Ga., with passengers ance with the usages of the order
flood's coining have been posted cities are required to sell goods at
the
hours late last Friday evening.
The
made
it
clear
president
today
and In company with every other lodga
restored today with the arrival of
aboard,
according to wireless.
for several days. The majority of prices named by Villa. The rebel
The trains which, passed through trains on the Colorado &
of the great fraternity in the United
Southern that the initiative in the prosecution
today were: two sections of Satur- from Denver and the breaking of the came neither from the department of the victims are negroes. ,The crest leader said that If merchants attemptCYCLERS GET A SPILL
States, the Elks paid a loving tribute
day's No. 3, two sections of Saturday's blockade on the main line of the justice nor the United States attorney, of the flood today was nearing the ed to' ask higher prices on account of
Dec. 8. The 17 teams to the memories of their brothers
New
York,
in the Brfos and Colorado riv- the war he would confiscate their
No. 9, and No. 7 and No. 1 of Satur- Santa
Fe, which extended from La but was taken by the federal grand gulf
which started at midnight In the an- who have departed to join the grand,
ers.
property. Trainloads of provisions nual
day. According to the report received Junta, Col., to Las Vegas, N. M. The jury itself.
bicycle race at Madison lodge above.
in Las Vegas this afternoon all Sun- Colorado & Southern between here
When asked if the department of
Twenty pernoiis are known to have are to be shipped from Juarez to the
The services were held at 2:30 o'
were still intact at
Garden
Square
day's trains were detoured by way of and Texline is still blocked and no justice would take a hand in the case, been drowned near Brookshire In almost famished citizens of Chihua- the end of the eighth hour and up clock, and the handsome lodge room
but this informa- Denver & Rio Grande trams have- ar- in view of the sundry civil bill's' pro- Waller county today in the Brazos hua. The foodstuffs' are to be sold at to
the Belen cut-oflast year's record, notwithstanding was filled with friends of the Elks,
tion cannot be relied upon as authen- rived since
vision exempting labor unions from floods. Brook si ire is about 60 miles cost price until the, merchants are an accident
Thursday.
during the fifth hour. who had come to Join them In the solon an airline fi'oin the, river's mouth. able to replenish their stock after the
tic
emn ceremonies of the day.
Supplies of food were taken to the prosecution through the use of a cerThree men, Walthour of Georgia,
The eastbound trains, which left Ludlow tent colony this morning, tain $300,000 fund, President Wilson and marks approximately the position reopening of the railroad.
Dr. Landau, in his address, declared
of
of
and
Carman
'' '
Germany
Unless the federal troops who de
Las Vegas yesterday afternoon at in- where hundreds of striking coal min- recalled to his visitors the memoran- of the flood
today. '.'
New
York had a bad spill on the that the custom of eulogizing the
Cold weather) that set in during the serted Chihuahua unexpectedly turn
tervals of ten minutes apart, were
ers and their families have been dum he wrote when he signed the
Madison avenue turn. The score dead is one reaching back into the
to La Junta by way of Trini-da- y snowed in for days, but the colonies bill, and reiterated that the special night added to lie discomfort 'if thou- - up and resort to guerilla warfare the board showed
that 189 miles, three dim ages of the past. He touched:
and Pueblo over the Colorado and at Segundo, Weston and other sections fund affected was only for employing hands of refuges m, the iio.,ih Texas northern part of Mexico' will assume
had
been
covered, equalling the briefly upon the practice of prayer for
laps
Southern Railway company lines. The that are sorely- in need of provisions special counsel and did not affect the'i,00l territory today. Throughout the a semblance of peace through the record made
Walthour and Camer- the dead, and stated that the Elks.
by
Santa Fe tracks from Trinidad to La are still completely shut off by snow ordinary nrocesses of the denartinent waterbbund district of the Brazos and opening of the railroads. Villa has on last
The teams were bunch- borrowing from the ancient churches
year.
Colorado rivers flood victims waited been on the alert for possible attack
"'.;of justice.
Junta being blocked. The trains and may not be reached before
were the first great fraternal ordr.
ed, with Corry leading.
in gin houses and trees for rescue by federals, but his patrol of the 225
which arrived here today also came
,:
to set apart a special day upon whit
'
miles fron Juarez to Chihuahua has
"to "tlliS
of "Pueblo over
boats.
Military Commission Moves
the memories of departed brothev
While the Brazos crest reached the been fh the nature of precaution. "
the C. and S. lines.
Trinidad, Col., xec. 8 The memshould 'bes,xec4!edF'with love, thou
IRS.
IS
It was reported that Luis Terrazas,
On account of a derailment in Kan- BANDIT LOPEZ THOUGHT bers of the military commission of gulf on Saturday, yet its fall today
stripping from uie observance any ;.
sas on the River division, all trains
the Colorado National Guard, engaged continued slowly and the territory the wealthy land owner, had paid the
the supernatural elements connect' 1
LET ODT OF JAIL with similar services under ecclesiasof cases of alleged along the river 100 miles from the federal army to escort Himself and
in
for today are indefinitely late. This
TO BE STILL LIVING lawinvestigations
derailment is that of a freight train
violation growing out of the coal gulf experienced a record overflow. other civilians to the border and that
tical guidance. Dr. Landau said this
At Wharton, on the Colorado, six the federals, after reaching the borwhich has over 30 cars off, blocking
strike, left this morning for Walsen-burcustom of revering the dead! is a saluAL
IS
BRITISH
SUFFRAGETTE
where sessions will be lield persons were drowned last night. A der, might attempt to retreat to the
the track.
SHERIFF ORDERS BULKHEADS IN
tary one, enabling the living, by copyLOWED HER FREEDOM; WOMweek.
All trains from the south have been
this
Adolph Germer, Interna- man named Bruce, his wife and threi3 state of Nuevo Leon.
UTAH-APETHE
MINE
ing the good qualities of those gone
EN
WELCOME
HER
Chihuahua City was In complete
on time for the past two 'days and are
tional organizer of the United Mine children were drowned and a store,
to become better and make
CLOSED AGAIN
before,
Workers of America, now being held keeper named Pay perished when his possession of the rebel troops today,
being dispatched out of Las Vegas on
world a happier place. He said
the
8
Dec.
Militant
London,
suffragists
as a military prisoner at that place, store floated flawy. The river over- although General Villa was still worktime. The new time table, which went
a better
Bingham, U., Dec. 8. Convinced
to welcome Mrs. the dead undoubtedly live in
into effect yesterday, now governs all that Ralph Lopez, slayer of six men, will be among the witnesses called to flowed the ;;reater part" of Whartoii, ing outside the city and had not en- gathered in force
in a higher
are
exemplifying
sphere
on
her arrival
tered up to noon. The troops that Emmeline Pankhurst
but Was falling rapidly today.
traffic. The first train to pass through is alive in the Utah-Apeand nobler way the precepts to which
mine, Sher- testify.
did enter were those under General today from Exeter. She was released
The icommission
this city on that schedule was No. 10 iff Smith of Salt Lake county today
disposed of 43
they adhered here.
Chao, who had been working around from the Exeter jail last night.
of yesterday, while al lthe evening ordered the bulkheads
NAVAL HOLIDAY APPROVED
This statement naturally led up to
iu the cases of alleged law violation during
replaced
street
an
ambulance
and
a
the
for
Though
city
many weeks. Frederico
trains arrived heer on the same shced-ule- . various exits. His action caused vig- a six day Session here and recom.Washington Dec. 8. Bv an over
the
subject of immortality. Dr. Lantbe vil SPTernor, was still in chair were taken tw the station they
eastbound trains wijl. orous protests, and a council of sher- mended that 11 be held indefinitely, whelming vote, the house today
The
dau
proved conclusively that maa
were
Pankhurst
not
Mrs.
as
needed,
ed the Hensley resolution requesting possession but ready to greet Villa.
be running in accordance with the iffs was to be held this afternoon to five on murder charges.
live again; that death does not
must
was able to alight from the' train with
State Auditor Roady Kenehan and President Wilson, so far as he can
new time table within the tiext 24 decide whether again to generate
end all. He declared that every race
nurse
another
assistance
the
of
a
and
Battle Is Expected
hours and will all arrive here on time. deadly gases in the mine in the hope the state treasurer are today engaged do so, with due regard for the InterShe looked very weak of, people on the face of tbe earth,
Mexico City, Dec. 8 A battle be- companion.
an paying off the troops in the Lud- ests of the United States, to
There has been considerable misun- of asphyxiating the desperado.
ent.prtaiiiiJa a belief
her
made
and
way with tottering in all ages, has
with the suggestion of Winston tween the federal troops under Genin
future
the
derstanding concerning the new time
although daily con
life,
"It will occasion a useless waste low and Walsenburg districts.
to the carriage.
General John Chase accompanied Churchill, lord of the British admiral-lty-, eral Joaquin Maas, former governor steps from the train
table on account of the recent an- of life to continue the search," said
of death. Hej
fronted
the
presence,
by
to
home
a
at
was
iShe
taken
comnursing
for an international naval holiday of Puebla, and the rebel army,
nouncement of the time that the mails Sheriff Smith as he ordered every the military commission to Walsea-burdeclared this belief is not a fond, hu
s
of
a
head
the
of
Agui-laprocession
manded
General
long
Candidado
by
and left later for pueblo, where of one year.
dose at the local postofflce. The time deputy out of the mine. "Lopez is
man delusion, but is rather the im
is expected wllnin a few days
containing he.r cheering supports
table which went Into effect yester-- i not dead, for his tracks appear but a he will confer with Governor E. M.
;
;!l
print of God upon the soul of man;
ers.
somewhere
north
War
of
Tuxpam.
Ammons on the situation in southern
a
day Is as follows: Eastbound trains few hours old."
promise of eternal lifeOiDr. Lan
office advices today report a general
Colorado coal fields.
No. 10 at 1:35 p. m.; No. 2 at 7:20
held
said services such
dau
Deiputy Sorrenson, the lone (surPREMIER
SOCIALIST
RADICAL
advance from Tuxpam of a column
not
were
p. m.; Noat.lliSg p. m.; No. 8 at vivor of the four officers that began
services
literally
yesterday
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
of federals said to number 1,800 men.
Paris, Dec. 8. The cabinet, under
20 at 1:60 a. m. West- the
2:25 a.
.but for the "emigrated,"
pursuit of Lopez on November
FRISCO RECEIVERS QUIET
concen- the premiership of Senator Gaston for the dead,
The
rebels
are
to
be
known
1
bound tra(ns No. at 1:10 p. m.; No. 21, pleaded to continue Jhe search
the
having merely gone on
departed
St. Louis, Dep. 8. Judge Walter H.
trated near the town of Tamiahua, Doumergue, who is not a socialist, as
7 at 4:20 p. m.; No. 9 at 6:35 p. m.; alone. t Once during the pursuit in
into
before
radical-socialis-t,
Vlitgher
plane of life,
a
but
has
been
Sanborn of the United States circuit
announced,
Washington, Dep. 8 Senate; Met north of Tuxpam, and appear to be
'
No. 3 at 6:35 a. m., and No. 19' at the Lake mountains Lopez appeared court
dur- which shall be eternal.
to
is
be
to
organized
..
today
resist
federals
with
today accepted the resignation at 10 n. m.
the
.?
preparing
fj
3:20 a. m.
on a cliff before a posse and asked of Thomas H. West as." receiver of
The speaker said' he could gee the
Alaskan railroad bill set aside for 3,000 Men. The military authorities ing a conference of the statesmen
of scientific thinkers and exPassengers on' the trains which them to send for Sorrenson, that they the St. Louis & San Francisco railtrend
to
asked
has
M.
whom
tlie
San
state
of
Potosl
of
Doumergue
Luis
and
in
which
Senator
currency debate,
is sweeping toward belief
radical-socialipassed through today told great tales might Sight a duel.
perimenters
The
road. Mr. West was one of the syn- Swanson led defense of the adminis- Hidalgo have been instructed to sup- accept portfolios.
G. W. Hulsey, who came from Pat- dicate of 99
In immortality Instead of in the op
concerning the cold weather at Trininew
the tration bill.
to
which
that
premier
the
commander.
federal
party,
promoted
;Te
port
dad and the snow on the Raton moun- terson, Cal., to bury his brother, who Brownsville road' and sold it to the
A fight In which the federal troops belongs, Is the strongest group in the posite direction, as was the condition
Government steamship line from
tain. From one man's story the snow was killed in the mine by Lopez, and Frisco.
that
Pacific coast points to Alaska pro- lost 50 killed and the rebels about the chamber of deputies. Its principles several years ago, but
was about 20 feet in depth, while an-- , many others are vigorously opposed
are democratic but are widely diverg- immortality never would be proved
The resignation of Mr. West was posed by Senator Poindexter.
same number Is reported to have
other got the impression the snow to discontinuing the search.
written December 3. Mr; West, In his . House: Met at noon.
several days ago fct Yesca in ent from those of the unified social- by science.
was about an inch deep. The general
letter of resignation, Invites a full Lobby committee agreed on its re- the Pacific coast territory of Tepic. ists, who are in reality the only true Drawing a lesson for t.he living
CRIPPLE CREEK SUFFERS
opinion of the passengers, however,
and free Inquiry Into the affairs of the port.
The rebels, who numbered 500, were socialists In the political groups of from the teachings of immortality)
Is that it was decidedly cold and dis- Colorado Springs, Colo., Dec.
and the suddenness with which maa
railroad. Judge Sanborn in his let- BUI introduced it
a
paM
year's attacked by Colonel Mendoza at the France.
agreeable and that the snow was Late reports from the Cripple Creek ter accepting the resignation, said extra
may be summoned away to the future
400
federal troops. After four
salary to the widow of Lieuten- head of
aboutl four feet In depth,
life, Dr. Landau said:
district, w.ucn sunereo severely irom factIona of the railroad and some of ant Colonel Gaillard
TWO SHIPS MISSING
hours fighting the federals, using the
Cole's Good Work
the storm, indicate mat conditions those associated with It before tbe
"Let this show you the fallacy ot
Cleveland, O., Dec. 8. Reports recommittee set Thurs- machine guns, drove the rebels from
Immigration
The service rendered by the local continue to cause great discomfort.
tooffices
marine
o'n
Cleveland
quesceived
at
ambition,
envy, pride, malice, evil
their
hard
bill
present
for
grave
may
Further
a
positions.
Receivership
day and Friday
fighting
hearings
Harvey house has received much fa-- There is a shortage of fuel and food. tions in the future administration of proposing a literacy test
is reported near- - the city of Tepee day told of fears being felt by owners speaking and a sense of superiority
vorable comment by both the citizens and an transportation Is at a stand the property which could be better
for the safety of the two lake freight- over your fellows because of greater
Good, roads committee heard advo- but no details have come to hand.
ard the passengers who were delayed still except for men on snowshoes.
met by a receiver "without previous cates of federal aid.
ers, the Turret Cape and J. A. McKee, intelligence or greater wealth. When
here. On account of the delay the
The mines and mills will not begin knowledge of them."
both of which are missing on Lake you are gone your ashes and those of
Conference of Chairman Clayton of
Refugees from Chihuahua
Santa Fe, was forced to supply all work until the railroads are tble to
cmmlttee with Presithe judiciary
Presidio, Tex., Dec. 8. Twenty fed- Huron in the storm. The ships car- the poor, the rich, the intelligent and
passengers with food. With the large handle the ore and coal and this la
PLEADS NOT GUILTY
dent Wilson on trust legislation de- eral soldiers, formrng the advance ried crews or 18 to 20 men each and tbe ignorant, will be placed upon a;
number of people held here, this prov- not expected before Wednesday.
New York, Dec.
James K. Mc-- ferred until Wednesday.
guard of the bedraggled army which were owned by Toronto, Canada, common level; of equal value or lack
ed no easy task. Manager D. L. Cole
Efforts are being made by men on Quire,
of Syracuse, N. Y.,
of value. Practice, while you ara
Admiral Victor Blue told the naval deserted Chihuahua City, arrived at transportation companies.
provided the best of food to all tbe snowshoes to relieve the people In pleaded not guilty today to an in- - committee the navy would have its Ojiinaga Mexico, opposite Presidio,
here and have the opportunity, brothpassengers and fed them at the rate isolated cabins who are without fuel dictment charging him with solicit- full complement of enlisted men
WEALTHY GIRL LOST
erhood, love, amity, good' fellowship,
today.' The soldiers , reported that
of 100 every 45 minutes at meal times. and in many cases short of food.
'
March 1, 1914.
New York, Dec. 8.Every police- harmony and charity.
ing a ?30,00O contribution from the
they had not been attacked by rebels
by
The shaft house of the Gregory xinion Oil company, a California cor- During the stay here nearly 1,400
of Oklahoma introduced a in the flight from Chihuahua and that man in Greater New York had instruc
"Your motto is 'The faults of o,ii
Murray
meals were served to the passengers. mine on Raven Hill, owned by the p0ration, for the use, of the
bill to regulate stock exchanges and they were being followed by other tions today to look out for Miss Jes brothers we write upon tba sand 3.
Consolidated Mining and Mill-- Pra,tio state camnalcn. He was given their operations and bar speculative refugees, including civilian", and fed- sie McCann. tbe
Only the best of management could
old daughter their virtuse cn tha tablets of lov
'
provide such service without a hitch. in;? company, was burned to the until December 22 to change or with advertising from the mails.
eral officers.
of Robert McCann, a wealthy whole and memory.' When we do write ovr
ground last night by 'fire of unknown draw his plea. Ba 1 was fixed at
sale grocer, who disappeared on brothers" faints upon ttio satxis;
McDonald of Michigan elected to
ri;
Colorado Trains Moving
origin. Electric light service has been
and he bond was quickly
Town Captued
last as mysteriously as did
on labor and pension
Thursday
Tepic
vacancy
'
'
Denver, Colo., Dec. 8. Denver and partly restored.
Douglas, Ariz., Dec. 8. The cap- - Dorothy Arnold.
(Continued on Face Fonr)
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PAPER is FULL OF SUGGESSO SAYS MAN FROM NEW YORK THIS
FOR THE HOLIDAY
TIONS
RESTATE DEPARTMENT,
SHOPPERS
PANAMA
IN
CENTLY

INTERNATIONAL
BEGINS A
TION CONGRESS
MEETING
ANTI-VIVISE-

DECEMBER

IS GETTING

COURTESY FROM

UPPER

OS,

VlgS

TRIG

MONDAY,

GUARDS
IN FACT, THE FAMOUS FUGITIVE
IS ENJOYING ALMOST COM-

PLETE LIBERTY

8, 1913.

ROBE BLANKETS AND BATH
ROBES
We are showing a beautiful line of attractive Robe Blankets in an
excellent variety of patterns and colors. These blankets are full size and

weight and each has a neck and girdle cord to match.

Priced

at

$3.00 to S4.50

Concord, N. II., Dec. 8. With his
Washington, Dec. 8. Delegates from
Beginning today, on Page 7, of The
Leon Weinstack, personal represencase
disposed of so. far as Governor
America
of advertis all parts of Europe and
tative of the state of New York, was Optic, is a complete page
is concerned, Harry K. Thaw
Felker
the
for
in
this
while
city today
gathered
for the Christmas holidays,
& visitor in Las Vegas yesterday on ing
settled
Anti-Vhas
down in the "Throne
i
We
1 appear opening of the International
of
his wav to New York. He stated to on every page except Page
to
hotel
await
the
the
room"
at
conEagle
Animal
Protection
and
visection
similar
character,
of
D,i'urtiPtnent8
'
a representative of The Optic last
its ses- result of the proceeding in, the United
With this assistance, all Las Vegans gress, which will continue
which
district
night that the Panama canal will be
States
court,
of
the
promises
should manage their Christmas shop- sions through the greater part
open to traffic within the next five
week. The congress, which is in to be some distance in the future.
reping easily.
little
work,
or six weeks and that
aniThere has been a great change in
for women, misses and children. These come in Flanelette and EiderPick out from the advertisements behalf of all the members of the
mains to be completed.
the
kind
appearance of the Thaw case
of
its
the
first
is
would
mal
purkingdom,
which
articles
you
those
from
and all desirable colors are well made,
is
down in
Mr. Weinstack
returning
the governor signed the requi
and buy; them now. The busi- ever held rn this country. It seVJ since
chase
been
has
he
where
InspectPanama,
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New York, December 8 The new and again as collar and trimming on
tline" or Bilhouette is still in the the bodice. Promet, one of the noted
Paris designers, delights in black taf
making and heaven only knows what
feta for the bustle-liksome
drapery on his
from
it is going to be. Judging
velvet costumes, but if the gown is to
disof the extreme "advance models"
in be wofn for bridge, where the wearer
played by noted fashion designers
Paris and elsewhere the coming style must necessarily be seated for some
time, these elaborate back drapings
promises to be a sort of cross between are not
practical.
skirt.
ballet
a
and
trousers
Oriental
Second in demand to velvet at the
However, a great many things may
present time is duvetyn, the
happen before the new style crystal? fabric which
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lizes into definite form. Some of the
and
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introare
best Parisian dressmakers
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a
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Persian in outline.
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was
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there is sufficient body In the
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it is not too warm .for an interior
anese embroideries, and the short, i'rock
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In
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rial.
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In fact, many of the velvet dress
the skirt. Then there was a Persian es, as well as the
duvetyn gowns, distunic of diamante tulle, fringed with
the popular transparent bodice
play
crystal and a folded corsage of oyster of chiffon. A stunning frock of taupe
white tulle, mounted over flesh pink colored
duvetyn had a bodice In the
chiffon. There were diamond shoul- self tone embroidered in
gold thread
der straps and a broad sash of black and an apron effect on the skirt of
crepe de chine embroidered in cut jet the duvetyn more richly embroider.and finished off with jet fringes. At ed' In
the gold thread. The contrastthe waist, directly in front, there was
color was introduced in the sash,
ing
one of the new conventional flowers a brocaded affair in which
green and
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purple and yellow were
The flower was in velvet of the deepblended. Effective as this
est shade of blue, and for a heaTC it
splash of color was, it was the chifhad a huge diamond button.fon bodice that made the frock comOne of the newest and most
fortable.
oessful materials for afternoon wear is
The demand for comfortable bodices
This lovely cloth for interior wear is also answered by
"drap de neige."
is, as its name suggests, pure white. the sleeveless bolero waist. The boIn texture it resembles duvetyn, but lero may match a skirt of, velvet, or
it is even softer and more supple than even a woolen fabric, but the sleeevs
this famous material. Drap de neige of chiffon, or a thin silk, make the
is being largely used by one of the gown wearable and comfortable in a
most exclusive tailors in Paris. He, steam-heateapartment.
is making it up into ideal walking
The increasing interest displayed in
and skating suits for girls, and he is the three-pieccostumes and in the
trimming it with, bands of white fox jacket dresses has brought about a
and also with Siberian fox. The lat- corresponding revival of interest in
ter combination is wonaerfully effec- the blouse. For a blouBe displaying a
tive, tor this fox is lemon yellow in a feature like the bolero makes the
oolor and the linings of' coats and combination of skirt and shirt waist
'wraps are made to match. There look remarkably like one of the popis no more satisfying combination of ular jacket dresses, and the shops are
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perfect ensemble ia obtained.
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is vel- shops, for a blouse that was not of
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than mousseline de Velours and very or taffeta. This winter women have
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and in the purple known as "violet blouse.
de Monseigneur'' it is of rare beauty.
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Taffeta combined with velvet is a rival In the bolero waist, which is the
well liked combination
for bridge favored mode of the hour. It makes
gowns. The taffeta usually appears little difference how the bolero lines
In the flounces or tunic of the skirt, are produced so long as the effect is
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there. Sometimes the embroidery on
a lace waist will be carried out to
simulate a bolero; again, a veiling of
chiffon or net may be arranged to
give the desired effect, but more often the necessary lines are procured
by insertion of lace or braid motifs
or galloon.
One sees quite as many short
sleeves as very long ones; in fact, the
three-quartlength is a good adver
age. The long bishop sleeves of chiffon in a blouse of black velvet, worn
reecntly for a luncheon at one of the
large hotels, displayed very clearly the
charm of this style of sleeve. Other
long sleeves fit the arm more closely
and extend well over the hand;
sometimes they are held in at the
wrist by a band of black velvet ribbon drawn through a slide of jewels.
The particular bright color note
this winter is sulphur, and it is shown
on many of the newest blouses. On a
charming little net model it appeared
in the
ribbon vestee and
on the collar and cuffs.. On another
blouse it was used combined with
black in the crushed girdle. This girdle finish is a new one this winter,
and is carried out in velours, velvet or
ribbon, and generally in two colors.
Burgundy and old gold, old gold and
green, and blue and old gold are,
perhaps, the favorite color combinations.
Over this girdle the waist
blouses freely! for the smartness of
this winter's waist lies in its generally sloppy, slouchy lines.

A most enjoyable affair
occurred
Saturday evening at the Elks' club
when the Antlered ones acted as hosts
to the delayed passengers of the Santa Fe trains which were held here
all day Saturday and part of Sunday
on account of heavy snows near Raton. The dance proved a most delightful affair and was hugely en
joyed by both the visiting passengers
and the local people who attended.
It is interesting to note the widely
scattered places of residence of passengers passing through this city each
day, and at the dance Saturday evening a list was obtained of many of
the visitors, with their resident ci
ties. The list contains names of peo
ple from almost every section of the
country, and had it been possible to
obtain a complete list of all the passengers, doubtless every state in the
United States and also all the foreign
countries would have been represent-

ed.
The list is as follows: G. J. Eisner,
Baltimore, Md.; E. L. Morrow, Santa Monica, Calif.; F. O. Lyons, Bos
ton, Mass.; M. E Bohrer, Chicago;
L. L. Dearborn, Chicago; Jack McNeill, Colorado Springs Colo.; C. T.
Jones, Denver; M. Selzer, Chicago;
E. Groff, Chicago; H. A. Demarts,
Los Angeles, Calif.;, J. R. Currie, Chi
cago; E. D. Horkhemler, New York;
R. R. Hay ward, Detroit, Mich.; E.
M. Diggs, Denver, p. R. Height, Denver; S. A. Bostwlclc, New York City;
T. Kemp, Bloomington, 111.; R. D.
Young, Kansas City; J. L. Reichardt,
Georgetown, O.; J. J. Seaman, Newton Kan.;
B. C. Bible, Newport,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Howard Series,
Clifton, Kan.; Mrs. N. Cowings, and
daughter and Miss Eunice Cowings of
J. H. Hetherington, New
Chicago;
York City; P. H. Morse, Trinidad,
Colo.; C. V. Robinson, Peoria, 111.;
(an officer of the Elks' grand lodge) ;
T. B. Kennedy, Oklahoma City, Okla.;
F. R. McGrffin, Fresno, Calif.; T. B.
Graff, Los Angeles, Calif.; M. S. Mendelsohn, Los Angeles, Cal.; M. Greese,
Oklahoma City, Okla.; O. D. Wingo,
Santa Monica, Calif.; and Leon Wein-stack-,
Albany, N. Y.
This listis not complete but shows
to good advantage the cosmopolitan
nature1 of the crowd at the dance.

growth and owing to the lack of
space it was necessary to remove
everything old before it could be re
placed with something new and bet
ter adapted to the new conditions.
Until a few years1 ago but little at
tention was paid to historical asso
ciations connected with certain lo
calities or structures, but in recent
years there has been considerable in
terest manifested in historical asso
ciations and If New; York city continues in this policy ithe city will
soon rival Boston, where
nearly every
other building in the central part of
the city ia marked with a tablet
The other day a tablet in memory of Thomas Willett, first mayor
of New York, was presented to the
city, to be placed in the city hall.
The committee which presented the
tablet, had been appointed by Mayor
Gaynor a Bhort time before hts untimely death. For many months the
committee . made a thorough ' search
of old archives, libraries and histori
cal collections in the hope of finding
a portrait of New York's first mayor,
but it seems that in 1664, when Thomas Willett was appointed first mayor
of New York by Governor Richard
Nicholls, under a patent granted by
James, dukei p York, neither the
newspapers nor the photographers
were on their jobs. In fact, the committee came to the conclusion that
there were neither newspapers nor
photographers in New York at that
time. At all events, it is impossible
for the committee to find a thing that
could be taken for a portrait of the
city's first mayor and the result was
that the tablet only bears' a legend
stating the fact that Thomas Willett
was the first mayor and giving tin
date of his appointment.
Who owns Boss Murphy's job? If
the persistent rumors concerning him
are well founded and not merely the
expression of a wish, the boss will
retire from the leadership of the Tammany organization and go to Europe
for a spell to recover from the shock
of his recent defeat It cost Tammany more than $200,000 probably a
great deal more to be defeated and
to be landed high and dry upon a
sand bar with little pros.pect of being
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GAS OR INDIGESTION
DIAPEPSIN"
SETTLES
UPSET STOMACHS IN
FIVE MINUTES
Time it! Pape's Diapepsin will di
gest anything you eat and overcome a
stomach
sour gassy or
surely within five minutes.
If your meals don't fit comfortably,
or what you eat lies like a lump of
lead in your stomach, or if you have
heartburn, that is a sign of indiges

PAPE'S
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This Christm
The problem of what to oive this Christmas is easily solved If you
the wide range of useful and beautiful articles to be found among
"Things Electrical." The distinctiveness and utility of an electrical gift
Is sure to delight the recipient and the impression that it creates will be
con-eid-

d

far

In

LIBRARY

IRONS

PERCOLATORS

LAMPS

iHEATING PADS

DESK LAMPS

CHAFING DISHES

CURLING

MILK WARMERS

ELECTRIC

.

IRONS
TOASTERS

ELECTRIC

VACUUM CLEANERS
'

er

excess of the moderate cost

ELECTRIC

LUMINOUS

FIRELESS COOKER
RADIATORS

These "little electric servants" on sale at any reputable electrical supply
"
i
dealer and at our office
'V

LAS VEGAS LIGHT 6
POWER. C
The pubtic Is entitled to courteous treatment and to the best
possibe
service.

na
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Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont is an extremely busy womgn. It is difficult
to understand how she cai manago
to get enough to eat and a good
night's rest between her manifold
"j duties
and interests, including poli
floated within t,be next few years. tics, woman's suffrage, labor agitai-tiosociological problems and the
There Is little glory and even less
profit in being the head of Tammany exacting social duties of her position,
Hall during such a period of power-lessne- as a woman of wealth and social rank.
and if Murphy should really During the recent visit of Mrs. Pank-hurin New York Mrs. Belmont was
retire it will probably be rather difficult to find any man willing to take constantly on the go. Probably to
his job. Senator O'Gorman, undoubt- show her guest how American women
are doing things, Mrs. Belmont aredly the strongest man in the organization and a man with a clean rec- ranged a little expedition the object
ord, politically and otherwise, would of which was to induce the employes
of the various department stores to
be the natural choice for the
position
of leader, but he has declined the hon- organize iBto a union. Accompanied
or on the ground that being a Untred by Mrs. Pankhurst, Mrs. Inez Milhol-lan- d
Boissevain, the shining legal
States senator keeps him fully as
of the outfit, and several unioa
light
as
he
to
cares
busy
be.
organizers, Mrs. Belmoni- descended,
upon one of the department stores oa
The recent scandal involving Tyson Sixth avenue. She and her
compan& Co., the biggest ticket
speculating ions made the rounds of the store, inconcern in the city and the business
forming the employes that after closdepartment of the Metropolitan onera ing time speakers would addresa
house, has thrown the glaring lime them in front of the store and
urge
light of publicity upon the hypocrisy them to join the retail clerks' union.
of the theater managements of this The
meeting was held but it was not
city and exposed their duplicity in much of a success because the mandealing with the public. While pre- agers .of the etore had let the emtending to carry on a vigorous war- ployes through a back door.
fare against ticket scalpers to protect the interests of the theater-goinFrom time immemorial it has been
public, and using the most spectacu- the custom of the
big New York hotela
lar methods to throw sand into the to
display from one of the flagstaffs
eyes of the people, the theater man- on the roof the flag of any natio
agers have all the time been in silent the ambassador or minister of whlcM
partnership with the ticket specula- happened to be the guest of the hotel
tors, supplying them with all the at the time. This established precetickets they wanted and could dispose dent was broken the other
day, howof making the public pay the com- ever, at the
when five
missions.
foreign ambassadors and four ministers arrived on the same day and
The police authorities of Far Rock-awa- y stopped at the house. It was found!
are puzzled by an odd coinci- that there were not enough flagstaffa
dence and are now trying to figure on the roof to display all these flags
out the possible connection between In addition to the American flag and
the coinciding events. When Mr. as if would have been a serious
Butler, a wealthy cloak manufacturer breach of etiquette to display only
the flags of two of the nations repreresiding in Far Rockaway, came down
to breakfast the other morning he sented and not the others, there waa
missed his butler. When Mrs. Butler nothing left but to omit the formalIt Is not believed that
appeared at the breakfast table a ity altogether.
few minutes later she informed Mr. this incident will lead to International
Butler that her jewelry, worth about complications.
$4,000, had disappeared during
the
How to Bankrupt the Doctors
night from the dresser In her tel
A prominent New York physician,
room. As neither Mr. Butler's butler
says, "If it were not for the thin stocknor Mrs. Butler's jewelry could be ing and thin soled shoes worn by
found anywhere, Mr. Butler called up women the doctors would probably be
the police station and informed the bankrupt." When you contract a cold
of ficial in charge ef the Strang 3 coin- do not wait for it to develop into
pneumonia but treat It at once. Chamcidence In the disappearance of but- berlain's Cough Remedy la intended
ler and jewelry. After mature delib- especially for coughs and colds, and
eration the police officials have come has won a wide repntation by its
to the conclusion that the possibility cures of these diseases. It Is most
effectual and is
and safe to
of a casual connection between the take. For sale pleasant
by all dealers. Adv.

NERVOUS DYSPEYSiA,

Get from your pharmacist a fifty- cent case of Pape's Diapepsin and take
a dose just as soon as you can. There
will be no sour risings, no belchings
wSW
'
of undigested food mixed with acid, no
stomach gas or heartburn, fullness
or heavy feeling in the stomach, nausea, debilitating headaches, dizziness
or intestinal griping. This will all go,
and, besides, there will be no sour
food left over in the stomach to poison
your breath with nauseous odors.
Pape's Diapepsin Is a certain cure
for
stomachs, because it
0
takes hold of your food and digests it
just the same as if your stomach
:.
wasn't there.
Relief in five minutes from all stom
ach misery is waiting for you at any
i FLORKNCB FAIRBANKS.
drug store.
cases contain
These large fifty-cen- t
Wheezing in tbe lungs indicates that enough "Pape's Diapepsin" to k;up
phlegm is obstructing the air passages.
BALLARD'S HORBHOUND SYRUP the entire family free from stomach
loosens the phlegm so that it can be disorders and indigestion for many
NYDIA AT REST, FINAL SCENE IN LAST DAYS OF POMPEII.
coughed up and ejected. Price 25c, months. It belongs in your home.
J'
There are.so many ideally beautiful most beautiful pictures of the group 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Adv.
scenes in George. Kleine's photo dra- and gives an excellent Idea of the Central Drug Co. Adv.
ma production, "The Last Days of luxurious manner in which
the BAPTIST GENERAL ASSOCIATION AMERICAN ROAD BUILDERS MEET
Pompeii," that it, is difficult to find wealthy ancients performed these
Philadelphia, Dec. 8. Philadelphia
Texarkana, Ark,, Dee. 8. A large
to praise more than the others. functions.
,
number of delegates and visitors, this week will entertain what promBoth the homes of Glaucus and tone among them a' number of noted di- ises to be the largest road convention
Among the unusual episodes,
er, that are particularly pleasing to are gorgeous specimen
of ' ancient
vines, arrived in this city today .to ever held ia the United States., It
the discriminatingly artistic spectat- beauty and luxury, denoting the artis- take
part in the annual meeting of the will be the tenth annual convention
ors are those showing Glaucus and tic quality of the people of those
Baptist General Association of Amer- of the American Road Builders' aslone floating down the bay of Naples times. The scene showing lone and ica. The association embrances the sociation. The sessions will begin
in their beautiful barge, attended only Glaucus feeding the fish and doves is
Baptist denomination throughout the tomorrow and continue until the end
by their slaves and slowly developing exquisite in its daintiness.
south. Today was given over to the of the week. A feature of the conthat glorious, steadfast love that sus"The Last Days of Pompeii" is a reception of the visitors and the com- vention will be an elaborate exhibitained them later in the terrible orof Lord Bulwer pletion of the final arrangements for tion of road building machinery, madeals that befell them and the scene Lytton's widly read romantic novel the convention. The regular sessions terials and methods, including models
showing lone at her bath, receiving and is announced for three nights at will be opened tomorrow1 morning of highway construction and maintethe message from Arbaces to come the Browne Theater, beginning Thurs- with a sermon by the Rev. C. A. Gil- nance with maps, charts and
to the Temple. This is one of the day, night.
bert of Mississippi.
picot-edge-
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advance its commercial welfare or to
combat conditions which have retard
LY
ed Its growth by lack of
by all the people of the twin cities,
ESTABLISHED 1879.
whose destinies are in common.; and
'
OF
'
who should work unitedly.
the
experience
Having gone through
Published by
of weakness which comes from divld
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
AND SUGAR
e"d councils and
A
(Incorporated.)
tion, let us realize the enormous power
SANDWICH
which the city could wield In defense
Editor. of its commercial right" and in furM. M. PADGETT
OF THE PANAMA FOREST SERVICE COMPLETES ITS
COMPLETION
(Continued from Page One)
IN GORLHAM
therance of its interests if it shall
CANAL EXPECTED TO BE
HIGHWAY BETWEEN WIL,
but choose to employ it. The first they are dead. When do we write
BENEFICIAL
LIAMS AND FLAGSTAFF
step is to get together forget every- their virtues on tablets of love and
thing but the city's welfare.
The forest service has recently commemory? When they are dead. Thisi Tokio, Dee. 8. Negotiations are uno
is a fault of our poor, weak human der way between the Japanese foreign pleted a portion of the East and West
Entered at the postoffice at East
office and Thomas Sammons1, United Arizona State
nature.
Highway, which pracHas Vegas, New Mexico, for transState consul general at Yokohama, tically parallels the Santa Fe railroad
enof
the
"Think
the
happiness,
mission through the United States
CURRENT MAGAZINES
couragement and heavenly joy which for an informal understanding where: tracks between Flagstaff and Wilmalls as second clasn matter.
we could bring to our brother's heart by Pacific coast products may be in- liams, and lies entirely within the
did we speak the kindly word and! troduced into Japan in large quantinational forest. The work
What the Farmer's Son Found When forget the unkind expression before ties as the result of a proposed low-- , completed consists of
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
approximately
The employers of the United King- checked by the vigorous mar- ing up
He Went Back Home
he goes. After he is gone we speak ering of Japan's tariff. These nego- 11 miles of highway, seven of which dom are reported to be forming a of Canadian Pacific. This str k rose
Daily, by Carrier
In the current issue of Farm and and do
$ .t5
Per Copy
things which would have tiations are closely allied with the are surfaced with volcanic cinders. new organization among themselves. over three points, on reviving u'fl-ir.15 Fireside 11. J. Minhinnick tells how,
One Week
brought joy to his heart while he study by both countries of the effect The construction work is in conform- They propose to raise a guarantee of increased dividends.
The ;'llow- .65 when he was a ;boy, there, were in his lived. Let us think' of these
One Month
things of the opening of the Panama canal ity with the Arizona State Highway fund of $2,500,000, it is said, in order ing were the closing sales fort 3 lh.y:
school
sons
in
six
and before it is too late, and do them. We on commerce.
7.50 class
high
If japan accords re- specifications.
One Year
to protect themselves against strike Amalgamated Copper
70
seven daughters of farmers living in will make ourselves
Dally, by Mail
The amount expended by the forest movements.
happier and ductions to Pacific coast products,
102
Sugar
which comprised ten
$6.00 the district
One year (in advance)
bring joy into the lives of our broth eppecially in canned goods, California service on this project was approxi93
Atchison
3.00 townships. Of the, six boys two be- ers, and
Six Months (In advance)
finally the reign of love and wines, nuts, dried fruits, wheat, flour mately $21,000, the average cost per Connecticut proposes to erect in, her Northern Pacific
,137
7.50 came doctors, two lawyers, one minand lumber, Japan will expect some mile of finished road being $2,200, state
Ono Year (in arrears).
fellowship shall compass the earth.
capitol at Hartford a monument Reading
163
3.75 ister and the other died while atSix Months (in arrears)
"May the angels of the good deeds sort of reciprocal treatment For in- while the cost per mile of unsurfaced to John Fitch, who first propelled a Southern Pacific
tending the university. Of the girls of the lives of our brothers go before stance, Japanese merchants are spec- roadway was $1,410. Coconino coun- boat by steam power. ' Fitch was a
Union Pacific
1534
live became teachers, one a nrse them;
STOCK
may the angels of their sweet ially desirous of obtaining more fa- ty has done considerable work on this native of the town of South Windsor, United States Steel
WEEKLY OPTIC AND
57
and. the seventh married a merchant. presence be with us
vorable
schedules
from
the
United
GROWER
always. Amen."
highway between Bellrnont, where the Conn., whose citizens are backing the United States Steel, pfd
105
not
In
other
words
one
or
re13
on
the.
silk fabrics, and it wag un- forest service work ends, and Wil- movement for
'
Rev. E. C. Anderson, who pronoun- States
S2.00
One Year
his memorial.turned to the farm. Two years ago ced the invocation and benediction, derstood here that the new. tariff bill
1.00
liams, and it is undrstood that the
Blx Months
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
he visited his old home for the first did so in beautiful language. H-- pray- provided for some reduction.
board of supervisors intend completHalifax harbor is to have the largChicago, Dec. 8. Wheat prices turnWith Japan looking forward to a
time In 23 years and found that of ed for brotherhood and the time
ing the entire project by May 5, 1914. est dry dock in the British empire. ed upward today in response to re(Cash In Advance for Mall
extension in trade, both in North
the 12 farms (two of the pupils were when all the world shall
Prior to the construction of a porpractice the big
ports that rain was again interfering
Subscriptions)
brother and sister) not a single one precepts of charity, justice, brotherly and South America, the investigations tion of this
between FlagStatistics
a
highway
show
is
workman
that
with the Argentina harvest. The maror
money remained in the family that held it 30
Remit by check, draft
here indicate that the United States staff and
love and fidelity.
Riordan, the old road was killed in the United States every. 15 ket opened
to
higher and
order. If sent otherwise we will not years ago. k The writer goes on as
on
her
part should be benefited great- almost impassable during several minutes of the
The musical program was under the
arid every 16. sec subsequently made a further aswnt
day
i
be responsible for loss.
follows:
.
direction of Mrs. Charles Kohn of Al- ly by the opening of the canal in an months of the year, on account of onds a mechanic is maimed, many The close was steady, unchanged to
Specimen copies free on application.
increased trade to Japan and its col- the composition of the soil, which Is
"Now comes the. more interesting
times so severely that he is no longer Vs up.
buquerque, formerly a Las Vegan, who
onies.
The exportation of products of a red
side of the story. On the 12 farms, came here
especially for the occasion.
clayey nature, and the lack able to pursue his trade.
Cold weather tending to hasten reALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT which totaled about 1,900 acres, there It was the most delightful musical from the United States to Japan is of drainage.
Construction work was
ceipts gave a setback to the corn
'
are now living 51 families, of which program the Elks have ever enjoyed augmenting more quickly than from very difficult in this vicinity, due to
EXPIRATION OF TIME
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
bulge. Prices opened unchanged to
42 had moved from the towns and
PAID FOR
at their annual memorial service. The other parts of the world. The prin the fact that it was mostly of a side New York, Dec. 8. Sentiment in lower and displayed no sign of any
raw
cotton, hill character, and the presence of
cities, but nine families had a direct opening number was "Berceuse from cipal products, including
the street was more cheerful today. important rally. Weakness continued
farmer ancestry. Of these nine, eight
violin and piano, played metals, machinery, iron and steel pro- malpais rock, which made excavation The change in feeling was attributed throughout the session.
for
Jocelyn,"
Closing pricAdvertisers are guaranteed the had bought their lands, and
ducts
and
come
kerosene
to Japan
only one by Mrs. Charles O'Malley and Mrs.
The highway trav- chiefly to improved conditions in the es were: at a decline of
expensive.
very
to Wi
circulation
and
largest dally
weekly
had acquired its farm by inheritance. Kohn. The Elks
chiefly from the Atlantic coast by erses generally through heavily timmarket on Wall Street's esti- cent net.
njarched into the railroad and
money
of any newspaper In northern New
and
the Panama bered
ocean,
"On the visit referred to the writer hall
country and open parks. This mate of the probable attitude of the
during the playing of Hall's fun
Oats held steady. Wheat strength
Mexico.
waterway with reduced freight rates fact together with the proximity of the
had to rub his eyes and pinch him eral march
Mrs.
Mrs.
and
O'Malley
administration
toward
by
seemed
to neutralize the effect of the
Washington
self to make sure he was awake. He Kohn. The anthem "Tantum Ergo," and reduced time of transit should famous San Francisco peaks, makes
Emphasis was placed on corn weakness.
corporation:.
the
markets
was
enlarge
considerably.
driven out In an automobile over sextette from Lucia, was sung by the
TELEPHONES
the scenic effects along the highway a statement attributed to the attor
r lrSL Bales oi pruvi&iuiia vaiicu iium
'Experience here chows that the unsurpassed throughout the entire
Business Office
Main 2 roads so beautifully macadamized and quartette
choir composed of Miss
ney general that enforcement of the Saturday's level to 7
higher, but af- American
trader
succeeds
in
usually
News Department
Main 9 kept that they compared favorably Minnie Kohn, Mrs. Roy Prentice, Mr.
Southwest.
The drainage system, in
t
would be undertaken terward reacted under the influence
law
with the best city pavements. The Leon Guy, and Mr, George Smith.) the Far East, but owing to the keen which corrugated galvanized iron cul- wherever
possible, without recourse of corn.
quotations were
will be necessary fori
fences were of wire, and all along The soprano solo "For God
Shall competition it
verts are used, is complete in every to the courts.
follows:
as
him to accept small profits in certain
MONDAY, DECEMBElt 8,. 1913.
them were planted beautiful maple
respect.
The strong showing of the banks in
Wipe Away all Tears," written by lines, and above all
i
Wheat, Dec. 8Sy8; May 91.
keep continually
and walnut trees. The cultiavtion Caro Roma
Elks'
Aside from being of great benefit to Saturday's statement was followed by
especially for the
Corn, Dec. 71; May 70.
came right up to the fences, and the memorial service, was sung by Miss in touch with prevailing conditions the towns of
Flagstaff and Williams, an easing of money rates, call funds
CLEAR UP SAN MIGUEL
Oats, Dec. 39; May 42.
roadsides were as clean as the fields. Kohn, with sweet interpretation. The and trade opportunities.
and settlers in the vicinity; the high- renewing today at 5 per cent.
Pork, Jan. $20.92; May $21.05.
An
for
market
American
enlarged
inch of land was in the high baritone solo "The Light of Heaven's
will doubtless be traveled extenwas
the
New
way
weak
Haven,
throught
The Journal publishes this morning Every
Jan. $10.77 ; May $11.07..
Lard,
in
found
Korea after
v
est possible state of cultivation, and Own Day," by Mr. George Smith, was good3 win be
tourists. morning on its showing of a shrinkage
sively by transcontinental
a communication from Herbert W.
Ribs, Jan. $10.97; May $11.20.
in
the
canal's
consequence
opening
there were not ten fields of hay or beautiful. The anthem, "Now the
For the latter reason particularly, the in October net of $883,000. It fell 2
... Chirk of East las Vegas, chairman
of the lower freights and quicker de
visible in a
drive. The
with
the
is
quarette,
Ended,"
by
county board is extending its best ef to within a fraction of its recent low
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
of the republican state central com- grain
Day
in-houses were simply beautiful, nearly Mrs. Prentice in an alto solo with livery. The importation would
to complete the highway, in order record. Sugar dropped 3 points to
forts
Kansas
mittee, relative to the report of the all of stone or
City, Dec. 8. Hogs, receipts
elude American machinery for mines
brick, and1 their very violin obligato, was so sweet and pret
that it may be in the best of condi- 103, the lowest since 1908. Tobacco 9,000. Market 10 cents higher. Bulk
traveling auditor regarding the affairs
autoand
steel
for
railways,
bridges,
appearance showed that they were ty that the hearers were deeply imto the anticipated traffic Shares were bid up vigorously. Bonds $7.407.75; heavy $7.07.80; pack-er- a
of San Miguel county.
mobiles, cotton manufactures and rice tion prior
lived in. The barns were moved away
was
musical
will
The
which
program
The statements of Mr. Clark cau- undoubtedly occur during were Irregular.
pressed.
and butchers $7.507.75; lights
not to be nuisances; in concluded with a beautiful violin solo, from "Texas and Louisiana. Despite the Panama exposition in San Fran.nr.t be ignored. He la not In the far enough
Decline in eastern trunk line shares
enormous
the
in
rice
the
crop
Japan,
hanold
the
days they were nice and
led to pressure elsewhere, which in
"Legende," by Mrs. Charles O'Malley. harvest Is not sufficient to feed its cisco in 1915.
of making assertions, 'where
Cattle, receipts 14,000. Market steato the house and well, which later
The ritualistic portion of the pro population, and
ifacts are Involved, without Knowing dy
creased on the unfavorable monthly dy. Prime fed steers $8.259.25;
necesis
importation
FOREST USE BOOK
'the things of which he speaks. In received the drainage from both. gram, which was snort inougn nigniy sary.
dressed beef steers $78.l5; western
copper figures.
A
view of his statements, the situation Every house had a telephone, electric impressive, was participated in by the
pamphlet prepared especially for Standard shares shewed more stea- steers $G7.75; southern steers $5.50
in
the
Hokkaido,
Investigation
becomes serious for the traveling aud- lights, bath and running water, and officers of the lodge, who are as fol northern island of Japan, shows like- forest users and others desiring infor- diness at the lower range, but there steers7.25; cows $4.257.25; heifmost of them electric washing ma- lows:
itor, and the fullest Investigation
lihood of a considerable increase of mation concerning the national forests was a display of weakness among low ers $69; stockers and feeders $5
chines
and vacuum cleaners.
William J. Mills, exalted ruler; Wil exports to the United States, espec- has just been issued by the secretary priced industrials, which have recent- 7.50; bulls $4.757; calves $6;50
should be demanded by the people of
"Fresh meat, ice and other supplies liam H. Springer, esteemed leading
of agriculture, according to advice re- ly advanced.
New Mexico and accorded by the
10.50.
were delivered dally by automobile knieht: C. W. G. Ward, esteemed loy ially beans, canned crab, shrimp and ceived from the
The market closed steady. Definite
Albuquerque office of
governor and the San Miguel county
which
are
in great demand
Sheep, receipts 10,000. Lambs $7.25
sardines,
trucks, the mail by regular carriers, al knight; Joseph B. Anient, esteemed in the Atlantic coast states.
the forest service. With --the aid of reactionary tendiences on a late hardofficials:.
two
7.90; yearlings $5.506.75; wethFor
while telegrams were received' over lecturing knight; D. W. Condon, sec
To charge county officials
with
there
has
been a spirited com- this pamphlet any person desiring in- ening in money rates were ultimately ers $4.50 5.50; ewes $44.75.
years
the telephone more quickly than they
retary W. J- Benjamin, treasurer;
the European and formation concerning the national for
general corruption and mismanagedelivered in the town. The William O. Wood, chaplain; Edward petition between
ment cannot be passed over lightly. could be
the American buyers for the canned ests, or how to use them, may now
writer unhesitatingly avers that the J. McWenie, esquire; Carl Wertz, in
The traveling auditor might have
of Hokkiado. On account of the get it without having to wade through
crab
standard of living was, improved 1,000 ner guard; Harry Martin, tiler; M. F.
t
better
made some mistakes Inadvertently,
shipping facilities the Euro- a mass of detailed instructions cover
per cent in 30 years."
Des
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made up of the following:
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a brief history of the
contains
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every
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larger
pear to prove, either the traveling
European ports, separated at noon
D. T. Lowry, C. C. Shirk, Martin year. There also Is a big demand in national forests and explains the purauditor Is gravely incompetent, or ing in latitude 35.45 north, longitude
today
Moore,' E. M. Carter, Harry Whig- - New York and the Atlantic cities for pose of their administration. It outworse.
3.5 west.
The Kansas, Ohio, and
There Is one way only In which the Connecticut proceeded to Vera Cruz, ham, J. L. Laub, J. W. ushenour, Japanese oak and timber. This, is lines fully the rights of all users unG. M. Roberts, F. H. Dooly, J. P. now bought by the Germans,, and the der the existing regulations and tells
matter can be cleared up to the satisMexico, by way of Guantanamo, while Koeble, W. E. Hill, S. H. Sperry,
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With the opening of the Panama of the regulations, or how to conduct
Thompson, E. E. Burns, H. H. Holt,
make a thorough examination of the ters.
W. E. Murney, A. R. Quinly, H. A. canal American buyers will doubtless any operations on national forest
books of San Miguel county, with the
Wolf, C. R. James, B. D. BiacK, a. purchase directly and have their con- lands, such as cutting timber, grazing
county officials and the traveling
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auditor's office represented,
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Wil ican
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WILSON

Three Reel Feature

TELLS WOMEN

HE AGREES WITH

'Ell

BUT THE PRESIDENT REFUSES
TO SEND A SPECIAL MESSAGE TO THE HOUSE

COMPANY ARRIVES IN SPITE OF
BLOCKADED CONDITION OF
TRACKS NORTH

strictly living up to my principles.
When my private opinion is asked by
those who are
with me,
I am most glad to give it, but I am
not at liberty, until I speak for somebody else beside myself, to urge legislation on the congress."
There, was a pause and Dr. Anna
Shaw spoke up:
"May I ask you a
The presiquestion?" she sad.
dent nodded assent.
"Since we are members of no political party, who is to speak for us if
we don't speak for ourselves?"
"You do that very admirably," remarked the' president and the entire
assemblage joined in a laugh.
The president thanked his visitors
for calling and said he would like to
shake hands with them. Dr. Shaw
thanked the president for his courtesy
in receiving the delegation, and the
members filed by the president.
"I come from Salt Lake City," Mrs.
Lulu L. Sheppard told the president,
"and though my husband voted for
Roosevelt, I and my daughter voted
for you, so you see what woman's suffrage can do."
"I hope you will make him a convert," laughed the president.
Conflicting comments were forth
coming from the delegates when they
lined up in front of the executive of
fices to have their pictures taken after
the reception.
Dr. Shaw expressed the clew that
the presidents'. interview was very satil
isfactory.
"It was all that we could ask tor,"
she said. "He is in favor of a com
mittee of the house; that was our
chief purpose In coming to see him.'
Mrs. Shaw added she was much encouraged and expected action by congress. Some one asked Mrs. Medill
McCormick if she had any comment
to make on the president's reply.
Mrs. McCormick," " I
"No," said
want to think."
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CHRISTMAS

HERE

"The Heart of Kathleen" Drama, (Domino)

busl-.nes-

visitor In Las Vegas today.
John.L. Zimmerman left this, morning for Albuquerque where he will
be on business for several days.
Judge E. V. Long left yesterday afternoon for Albuquerque, where he will
lie on business for several days.
Clarence Iden of the firm of Gross,
Kelly and Company, left this morning
on a short business visit to Rowe.
Max Nordhaus of Albuquerque was a
business visitor in the city yesterday.
He left this morning for Albuquerque.
Charles Sullivan came In yesterday
evening from his home in Albuquerque for a short business visit in Las
Vegas.
F. H. Strong of the Strong Brothers Undertaking company at Albuquerque, was a business visitor in Las
Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Series of Clif-ioKan., were visitors in Las Vegas
Saturday and Sunday on their way
liome from California. Jack Murray of Minneapolis, Minn.,
loft this afternoon for his home. He
lias been a resident of Las Vegas for
the past several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. George Tripp returned
4o their home at Levy yesterday afternoon after having been visitors
'!
liere fdr the past few days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Clark of Los
Calif., arrived in Las Vegas Saturday evening and will be visitors
liere for the next few weeks.
B. P. McPhate, for the past
years a resident of Las Vegas and
employed by the Santa Fe, left today
for Cleburne, Texas, where he will lo-

PLAY

MUTUAL MOVIES

C. M. Roha of Chicago was a busi
ness visitor in Las Vegas today.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hand and Miss
W. Bird of Watrous were visitors in
s
Vegas today.
J. A. Graham, a well known busis
ness man of Albuquerque, was a

MONDAY, DECEMBER

Although prospects for the appear

ance of "The Rosary" here tonight
seemed slim this morning, the com
pany producing this play will arrive
here this afternoon on one of the be
lated trains and will appear tonight
at the Duncan opera house. The com
pany played in Trinidad Saturday'
evening, and on account of the heavy
snow storms in that district were unable to catch a train until this morn-

is only a lew weeks away and
you are already considering the most acceptable gift
for your child especially that boy
OPEN A SAVINGS ACCOUNT AND PRESENT HIM WITH
A BANK BOOK

PEOPLES BANK
CAP,TAL

tM'yj;Mjrif'i(P

Jl'

iiy

ill

Washington, Dec. 8 President Wil
ing.
son today told a delegation from the
Indications are that a crowded
National American Woman's Suffrage
house will witness the play tonight.
association that he favored a standing
The hit that was scored last year when
woman's suffrage committee in the
the same show appeared has left its
house of representatives, but he de
effect and practically all those who
nied their request that he send a
witnessed the play then will attend
special message to congress urging
again tonight as well as many others.
the reform.
This play is considered one of the
twos
with
and
fours,
Marching by
best of Its kind. It made a big hit all
banners afloat, the suffragists breathover Colorado, playing to an unusualed the chill winds of a raw day to
ly large house at Trinidad Saturday
storm the White House offices. They
night.
were soon ushered into the president's
a
in
circle
formed
office
and
private
about Mr. Wilson.
Dr. Anna Howard Shaw, president
of the association, summarized brief
ly tli err ' appeal to the president to
assist the movement either by send
ing a special message to congress, by
including reference to suffrage in any
general message he might deliver, or
by using his Influence to have a special committee of the house appointed
to consider the subject.
"I want you ladies, if possible, " said
GOVERNMENT
OFFICIALS EXAM-INthe president to the delegation, "if
LINES RUN IN COLcate.
I can make it clear to you, to realize
ONIAL DAYS
C. E. Doll, a well known commercial just what my present situation is.
man and formerly a resident of Las
"Whenever I walk abroad I realize
Government surveyors, who have
Vegas, came In last night from his that I am hot! a free man; I antfunder
just been checking up some of the
liome in Santa Fe for a short busi- arrest. I am so carefully and admirlines reported to have been run by
ness visit. '
ably guarded that I have not even the
George Washington in his days of
C. C. Ostrander, representative for privilege of walking the streets. That
chain and compass work, have found
he Associated Furniture Monufactur-r- s is, as It were, typical of my present
them good.
of St. Louis, Mo., was a business transference, from being an individual
About 1751, according to tradition,
visitor in Las Vegas Saturday and with his mind on any and every subGeorge
iV,
Washington, then 19 years
a
great
yesterday.
ject, to being an official of
old, ran out for Lord Thomas Fairfax
Mrs. Charles Kohn, who arrived in government, and incidentally, or so it
the line between what was then to
l,as Vegas Saturday to attend the me- falls out, under our system of governA handsome stone wall is
being be Augusta and Frederick counties,
morial services of the local Elks lodge ment, the spokesman of a party.
farm of Virginia, this being only a part of a
and to take charge of the music,
"I set myself this very strict rule built around the birthplace
this afternoon to. her home In when I was governor of New Jersey Jefferson Davis in Christian county, great deal of surveying which he is
said to have been engaged upon at
the Duke City.
and have followed it as president and Kentucky.
time. These two counties were
that
C. C. Brown, cashter lor the Har- shall follow it as
am
I
that
president
Students working their way through separated from what was then Orange
vey house at San Marcial, N. M., came not at liberty to urge on congress in
3i this afternoon for a short visit messages, policies which have not had Princeton University earned more county, and the grant to Lord Fairfax
with friends. He is on. his way to the organic consideration of those for than $20,000 during the academic year wlas supposed! !to extend westward
to the Pacific ocean. Subsequently
ending last June.
Leavenworth, Kas., where' '"'he
I am spokesman.
, whom
these
spend a short vacation.'
large tracts were further subnot
I
have
"In other words,
yet preForty-twstates have fixed a max- divided, so that the "Fairfax line," as
Traveling in a private car Walter sented to any legislature my private
Douglas, an official of the E. P. & S. views on any subject, and I never imum number of hours as a working it is generally known, runs now beweek for children,
W. railway, and E. Ellenwood, countween Rockingham and Shenandoah
shall, because I conceive that to be
sel for that road, passed through Las part of the whole process of govern
counties, with the original Augusta.
Timothy Healy, international presi- and Frederick counties to the south
Vegas this afternoon on their way ment, that I shall be spokesman for
dent of the Brotherhood of Stationary and north respectively.
to Denver from El Paso.
somebody, not for myself. Jt would be
has been elected a coroner
In the organic act for the forma
an impertinence. When I speak for Firemen,
in New York City.
PRINCE LOSES SUIT
tion of the two counties, or "parishes"
myself, I am an individual; when
as they were then called, it was re
Washington," Dec. 8. The supreme am spokesman of an organic body,
How to Bankrupt the Doctors
ourt today dismissed the appeal of am a representative.
A prominent New York physician quired that the line should be a
Prince De Beam from the decision of
For that reason, you see, I am by says, "If it were not for the thin stock- straight one from the head spring
the Maryland courts, which" held that my own principles, shut out, in the ing and thin soled shoes worn by of Hedgman river, one of the sources
women the doctors would probably be of the
Iris railroad bonds in Baltimore must
Rappahanock, to the head
language of the street, from 'starting bankrupt." When you contract a cold
"be sold to satisfy the claims of a Pariof
the Potomac.
spring
to
confine
I
have
not
myself do
wait for it to develop into
anything.'
sian jeweler. The jewelry was sold to those things which have been em pneumonia but treat it at once. ChamSince It was required that the line
the prince on his departure for Amer-ic- bodied as promises to the people at berlain's Cough Remedy is intended should be straight it was first neces ten range, the Shenandoah-Rockinghain 1905 to marry the daughter of an election. That Is the strict rule especially for coughs and colds, and sary to get the approximate course
or Fairfax, line can be readily
has won a wide reputation by Its
Ros3 rf. Winana of Baltimore.
The I, set tor myself.
cures of these diseases. It is most by building large bonfires on the in followed by means of the boundary
appeal of the prince from decisions
"I want to say that with regard to effectual and is pleasant and safe to tervening high points. Then starting fences dating from earliest days, and
that part of the proceeds of the all other matters, I am not only glad take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
from the top of Massanutten. moun by the blocks of timber, alternately
bonds sale should bt used to repay to be 'consulted by my colleagues In
tains, the line was run straight away cleared away or left standing, which
'
Great Britain and Ireland, havin: over intervening mountains and rivers come up from either
money borrowed trom his brothers the two houses, but I hope they will
county and stop
not much over half the population of toward the northwest.
also was dismissed.
at the line, like squares in a checkoften pay me the compliment of con
the United States, have about 600,000
erboard. Then If one turns to the
The Fairfax Stone
sulting me when they want to know more union laborers.
MUST MARK MEAT
is
a
what
across
of
off
southeast
Away
part
the same demarkations are
memOne
on
any subject.
my opinion
now West 'Virginia there 'is a large plain across the valley of one south
Washington, Dec. 8 Protests from ber of the rules committee did come
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
western cattlemen that fresh meat
rock known " today as the Fairfax fork of the Shenandoah, cutting
to me and ask me what I thought with LOCAL APPLICATIONS as.
they stone. It Is the monument which
from Argentine and other countries
straight; through the present Page
about the suggestion of yours of ap- cannot reach the seat of the disease.
was not being plainly marked to disa special committee of the Catarrh is a, blood or constitutional marks the southeast corner of Car-re-t county," which Is made of land for
pointing
in order to cure it you
tinguish it from American meat,
county, Maryland, the southwest merly in Shenandoah county, belonghouse, as the senate has already ap- disease, and
take Internal remedies. Hall's corner of Preston county, West Vir- ing to the Fairfax grant, and partly
must
In the passage of ft resolution
pointed a special committee for the
Cure Is taken internally, and
Jy the senate today, calling on the consideration of woman's suffrage, Catarrh
and prominent points In the from land formerly In Rockingham.
acts
upon the blood and mu ginia,
department of agriculture for infor and I told him' tha.I thought it was cous directly
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is boundaries In two other West Virginia Thus, as far as the eye can see In
in
mation,
,j
a proper thing to do. So far as my not a quack medicine.: It was pre- counties. A line from Orange court either direction this old line shows
scribed by one of the best physicians house, coinciding with the Shenan- plainly.
;;
advice has been asked by a in
this country for years; and is a doah and
An" old age pension and disability personal
,
now to
The
line,
Rocklngton
compass,
county
Washington
it
of
member
the committee, , regular prescription. It i3 composed
'
fund wilj be started next year; by the single
lias been?given to that effect. I want of $he best tonics known, combined passes through this' Fairfax stone, be seen at the United States national
Brickmaers,- Masons 'and Plasterers' to tell
blood purifiers, acting which gives the name to a nearby museum in the cUf named for Its
you i that to show that I am with theonbest
International Union of America.
the mucous surfaces. The station, Fairfax, on the Western owner, is presumed to be the same
directly
perfect combination of the two ingredIt has been as- one used In running this line more
ients is what produces such wonder- Maryland railroad.
ful results in curing catarrh. Send sumed that, In running this line a than 1G0 years ago.
for testimonials, free.
high peak northwest of Orange court
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., To house was the starting point, and that
BUYS BOSTON STOCK
ledo, O.
from here It was possible to see a
New York, Deo.
Uan Johnson,
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Halls' Family Pills for con distant peak to the North mountains president of the American league, anrange over the top of the intervening nounced today that Joseph Lannin, a
stipation. Adv.
Massanutten mountain.
Holiday
Clocks,
hotel man of Garden City, L. I., had
Jewelry,
Watches,
jSilverware,
Washington, of course, used a sim purchased a half Interest in the Bos
Novelties and French Ivory goods at
ple compass, and his, line could not ton American league club, by acquirabsolute cost and
'
be expected to check aboslutely with ing the stock held by Robert McRoy
that obtained by the government sur and James- McAleer.
veyors who Lave retraced his survey,
dizzczsmt
TO TEST NEW LAW
using high power transits and all the
;
till Christmas.
Biginning y
refined and accurate methods which
Chicago, Dec. 8. The suit to test
modern Instruments allow. Neverthe- the constitutionality of the Income
i
less, the line wast run o carefully In tax law will come before Judge Kene-saM. Landis in the United States
the first place that but little variation
has- been found Jn it. Even without district court here, next Thursday, It
instruments it is possible to distin- was determined today.
521 guish the course of the line with surSIX MEN KILLED
prising distinctness. From the tcp
of Middle mountain in the Massanut- Wilmington, Del., Dec. 8. Six men
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were killed and two Injured today in
Ohio and Texas have been added to
an explosion In the gelatine mixing the 24 states and the federal
governhouse of the Repauno Chemical com ment which have limited hours
oa
pany at Gibbstown, N. J.
public work to eight a day.
A labor temple Is to be built In
With a population only
s
Duluth.
as groat as the United States, Germany has a mil'Ion more labor union
Thirty-si- x
states, .prohibit night
meinbera.
work for children.
two-third-
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UNTIL DECEMBER. 18th.
:W

HAVE DECIDED TO CONTINUE ODE

'

DAILY GIVE AWAY SALE

1

20 pat cent

for Ossls

Buy These FIRST for
the Christmas Season

to-da-

Celler's Jewelry Store.
- Sixth

St.

!

I

Wf

Si

(

1

LJ La ir L.,3

FOR. SPOT CASH ONLY
O Q.GO For S12.00 Golden Oetk Dressers
1t.05 For $15.00 Golden Oak Dressers
14 S5 For $19.50 Golden Oak Dressers
IS. CD For $22.50 Maple Dressers
Q.S5 For $10.00 Oak Chiffoniers

17,65 For $22.50 Oak Chiffoniers
and thousands of other bargains suitable
for Christmas Presents

Now 15c Eac

Fora!l

Lafesl

-

4

Pc

and 33c SI.ett llzilc , .

&&r

CUQZUL mi: y.

n

kT A

C. A,
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BAIN WAGON

FAREWELL
SENT-IMEN-

f"

Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
Jefferson Raynolds, President
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Raynolds. Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant Cashier.
HaUet Raynolds, Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $23,000.

In every department

are

Bankingl we

of

prepared to give the best of, service

interest Paid on Time Deposits

1,059

l

FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR

STERLAN

"

D MODEL

59

Las"Vegas Automobile

i

0008

Machine

demon-

Co

Wm. Whalen, Prop.

Phone Main 344.

G &

&

L

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
""""
f
U. 17. GOOD OH
PENITENTIARY SUP
PLIES
Bids for furniBhing six months' supwill
plies for the state penitentiary .
m,
ociock
until
received
fce
19X3.
Supplies
Tuesday, December 9,
consist of groceries, meats, clothing,
of these
leather, grain, etc. A list
and blan
conditions
with
supplies
approposals will be furnished upon
Superintendent.
to
the
plication
of PenitenBy order of the Board
tiary Commissioners. McMANTJS,
JOHN B.
,
Superintendent
Dated: October llth, 1913, Santa

BIDS

FOR

FO.N.M.

298

California Woman. Seriously Alarmed
"A short time ago I contracted a
sever cold which Eettled on my lungs
and caused me a great deal of annoyance. I would have bad coughing spells
and my lungs were so sore and inflamed I began to be seriously alarmed. A friend recommended Chamberlain's Cough Remedy, saying she had
used it for years. I bought a bottle
and it relieved my cough the first
night, and in a week I was rid of the
cold and soreness of my lungs, writes
Mis Marie Gerber, Sawtelle, Cal. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.

LET US SEND YOU A MAN
To put our New Metal

WEATHER STRIPS
Fit His Case Exactly
"When father waa sick about six
an advertisement
friars ago he readTablets
In the
r.f Chamberlain's
writes
that fit his case exactly,"
of Ft . Smithy
Campbell
Margaret
of
Ark "He purchased' a boxsince. My
.Ick
been
not
has
ndhe
had stomach trouble m
Uo benefited by Uiem." For sale by
Adv.
J1 dealers.

S

on your doors and windows to keep
out cold and

FRANK REVELL
Contractor and Builder,

-

Vega.

T

Paris, Dec. 8. America has started
a new current of civilization in the
world, according to Guglielmo Ferre- ro, the Roman historian. Prof. Fer-rerin a lecture before the Societe
des 'Conferences Etrangeres in Paris,
contrasted America and Europe and
declared that new standards of judgement must be formed if Europe is to
understand America at its true value.
"We are accustomed " he said, "to
regard things solely in terms of qual
ity, We look upon the riches of Amer
ica, for instance, with a kind of disdain. They are often regarded in
Europe in the same light as the riches
of the barbarous people which, to ac
quire them, has forsaken man's su
perior spiritual activities. It is not
necessary to spend much time in
America to see that Americans are
very far from being devoted solely to
the pursuit of wealth.
"I have also heard It said that
Americans are without taste for art
that their cities are hideous. They
are pictured as paying large prices
for anything that is antique or passes
as such, without distinguishing the
beautiful and the authentic from the
mediocre and the false. It is Unjust
to say that the American is Indifferent to beauty. Moreover, who would
dare to affirm that the progress of the
arts, letters and sciences is at this
moment the principal
of the old world. Listen to what is
said about us. We hear nothing but
talk of perfecting economic equip
ment, the exploitation of iron and
leoal mines, Industrial development,
and how to increase trade. If all this
is American, then Europe must be un
dergoing Americanization at an amaz
ingly rapid pace."
M. Ferrero sees in this new spirit
which has developed since the discovery of America, an immense his
torical movement which threatens to
overthrow the very foundations of the
present civilization. It is founded on
the idea of progress, which, born at
the end of the seventeenth or the be
ginning of the eighteenth century, now
dominates our civilization.
"The idea of this progress is as
vague and indefinite in its meaning,"
said M. Ferrero, "as tt is popular and
powerful in action. But it is a strange
phenomena that just in this century
of
progress everyone seems
to be complaining of the decadence
of things. Are we progressing or are
we not? Can it be that this progress
for which we sacrifice our repose, our
tranquility and sometimes even our
lives, is only an illusion? This is the
supreme problem which presented itself to me as the result of all I saw
and learned during my travels in
North and South America.
"In former times quality was more
Important than quantity. We have
now reversed the world in which our
ancestors lived, piling up riches has
become our aim. We have' won lib
erty, destroyed almost all the limita
tions of the past, but we have had in
the process to abandon almost all the
ideals of artistic, moral or religious
perfection held in veneration by our
ancestors. Nowadays we must everywhere sacrifice quality to quantity.
Thus there are two standards by
which we may Judge civilization, the
standard of quantity and the standard of quality. One is typified by the
civilization of America and the other
by the past civilization of Europe.
Either, judged by the other's stand
ard, will appear deficient. You can
not reproach a presidential candidate
in the United States who is compelled
to make half a dozen speeches during
the day if his style is not so polished
nor his phrases so nicely turned as
those of Cicero. Nor could you expect such gems of oratory from Cicero
if he had been called upon to comply
with the same demands as are made
upon the modern orator."
The "painting of sounds, noises
and smells" is the latest ambition of
the most advanced school of Paris
futurist artists. Sounds, noises and
smells, they affirm, "are incorporated
in the expressions of lines, volumes
and colors just as lines volumes and
colors are incorporated in the architecture of musical work. From this
point of view of form there are
sounds, noises and smells which are
concave or convex, triangular, ellipsoidal, oblong, conical, spherical,
spiralic, etc. From the point of view
of color they are yel'ow, red, indigo,
and violet. In stations, fac
tories, garages, hangars and in fact
throughout the whole of the world of
sport and mechanics, the sounds are
almost, always red. In cafes, restaurants or salons they are eilverish,
yellow and violet. As for the sounds,
sky-blu-

SA VE FUEL

PHONE

COM-

-

JJ

Telephone or call and we will have our
strator show you

sky-blu-

IDEALS

FRENCH
SCIENTIST SAYS
MERCIAL IS DRIVING
AWAY

,

noises and smell of animals they are
yellow and blue; of women, green,
e
and violet." In order to be
the latest kind of a futurist you must
use plenty of ,"reds, screaming reds,"
and "greens, never enough greens;
yellows, never enough yellows, exploding yellows, saffron, copper and
early morning yellows."

WORLD IS GIVING

THE OLD RELIABLE

466

8, 1913.

Hector Granet, an obscure scholar
living at Viverols, in the Auverne,
conceived the idea of preserving In
alcohol the corpse of his dead father.
This eccentric act appears to have
supplied the touch which as neces
sary to transform his obscurity Into
M. Granet is now the
prominence.
of
It has since
Viverols.
celebrity
been discovered that his studies are
worthy of some notice and the French
government has decorated him with
the Academic Palms. M. Granet also
has prepared a glass roofed coffin
similar to that for his father, which
is one day to receive his own body
for similar preservation.

OPTIC

13he

"She

RESTAURANT

LOOBY

SHORT ORDERS AN

D

REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HANDLED

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

A

COLUMN
RATES

TOR

CLASSIFIED

ADVER

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
lines
All advertisements
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

Wanted

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO
A. M. Regular com102 Meets every Monday night at
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are eor
..... ' ,S
.nni
vai 1UUUUJ. TUUUIlg dialiy welcome.. J. C. Wertz, President; ,J. T, BJbier. Secretary; C JL
titad. Wm P "j
Mll
Baily, Treasurer.
H- 8
.fan Petten, Secretary'.
I-

W- - M-

TISEMENTS

Dijon, France, Dec. 8. Dr. Dubard
announces the discovery of a meth
od of antisepticislng the hands which
is expected to do away with the use
of rubber gloves in surgery.
His method is to use an antiseptic
isolating varnish. After washing his
hands with soap and carefully dehy
drating them with alcohol, he places
OPTIC NUMBER, MAIN &.
them in a mixture of junper berry
essence and an alcoholic solution of
menthol. The rapid evaporation of
this bath leaves an isolating antiseptic varnish. It is. asserted that this WANTED A
girl at Potter's Candy
varnish, submitted to bacteriological
Store.
tests, Is shown to afford the same
security as gloves, besides allowing WANTED To lease
ranch for cattle
complete freedom of movement.
raising; state size, price, approximate location, etc., in answering. J,
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
L. W., care Optic.
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional WANTED Girl for general house
disease, and in order to cure it you
work. Apply 1100 Seventh street
must take internal remedies. Hall's
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
b
TO TRADE-F- or
acts directly upon the blood and
irrigated or dry
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is
farm lands, 28 lots in Trinidad. AdIt was prenot a quack medicine.
dress H, care Optic.
scribed by one of the best physicians
In this country for years and Is a
regular prescription. It 13 composed
of the best tonics known, combined
with the best blood purifiers, acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The FOR SALE 4 hole Imperial range
perfect combination of the two ingredGood condition. 920 Tilden Ave.
ients is what produces such wonderSend
ful results in curing catarrh.
FOR TRADE My equity in southern
for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., ToCalifornia city property, for dry
ledo, O.
land. F, Hays, care M. R. Williams
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Halls' Family Pills for conFOR SALE One upright piano. 307
stipation. Adv.
Eleventh street. Phone Main 176.

-

-

LAS VEGAS
COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
LOCAL TIME CARD
ANIGHTS TEMPLAR
Regular conclave
d
say In miaYi
ma.
East Gcund
w
I. .
Biuuui K I sum'
onIa Temple at 7:I
Arrive
. m. Q. H.
Depan
Klakel B.
Cruui. Tamme, Re- No. 2.... 9:10 p. m.... 9: If. p n
corder.
11:05 p.
No. 4
11:05 p. m
2:10 a.
No .
2:05 a. m
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
2:10 p. m
10
No.
1:45
m...
p.
3, ROY
AL
MASONS Regular con- West Bound
Twauon nrst Monday in
Arrive
Depart
eacn month at Masonic No. 1
1:45 p. n
1:20 p. m
A. Brinegar, H. P.;
3
6:10 a. m.... 6:15 a. m
O. No.
Temple at 7:3ft n.
No. 7.... 4:20 p. m.... 4:30 p.
Blood, Secretary.
No. 9
6:35 p. m. . 7:00 p. m

Tn.

.

C;

a
a

.

arch

.

'

f.

'

I. O. O. F. LA8 VEGAS
LODGE NO
1. Meets every Mondav
at

ATTOKNEYx

evenW

their hall on Sixth street All
HUNKER & HUNKER
brethren cordially invited to attend
D- Tles, N. O.; Gug Lehman, V. Q.; George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunk
T. M. Elwood,
Attorn
Secretary: Karl Wrt
New Mexlae
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemewn Las Vegas,
Trustee.

vhh.

B.

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon.
Secretary.

For YOU!
This elegant Rogers'

Silver Spoon
-i- you use

mu-cou-

For Sale

CITY ELECTIONS IN CANADA
Regina, Sask., Dec. 8. Issues of

For Rent

more than ordinary importance are

involved in today's municipal elections in Alberta and Saskatchewan. FOR RENT Two room furnished
house. 921 Lincoln.
Mayors and other officials are being
voted for in Calgary, Saskatoon,
e
Moose Jaw, Edmonton, Regina,
FOR RENT Four room furnished
and a number of smaller
brick house with bath, W, C. Hurt,
317 Grand avenue.
places. In Calgary, Regina, and Saskatoon indications point to the reelection of the present chief execu- FOR RENT Well furnished rooms
tives. LethbriJge is voting for the
close in. No healthseekers. Phone
first time under the commission plan
Main 407.
Leth-bridg-

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-man- ,

7

President; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
East Las Vegas, N. M,

f

EMPRESS
FLOUR
It

fourth
month

Meets second and

Thursday

at

evening

W. O. Wv hall.

a present for doing something
m

o

Visltin?

FLOUR realb

m.

5301.

fifiscellaneous

National League gathering here today
for their annual meeting ventured the
prediction that no friction would de- FOR EXCHANGE Three room house
on good corner will trade for live
velop during the meeting and that
stock, either horses or cattle. Adeverything would be harmonious. The
dress H., Optic.
(meeting is scheduled to begin at 2
o'clock tomorrow afternoon and will
be preceded by the customary meet WILL buy and sell cattle and horses.
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill,
ing of the board of directors. The
N. M.
chief item of business will be the
formal election of Governor Tener of
Pennsylvania to succeed Thomas J.
Lynch as president of the league. Var
ious matters left over since the close POUND Child's handbag
Inquire
of last season will be cleaned up and
at Optic.
or
more
less
be
will
there probably
discussion concerning Borne proposed
changes in the scoring rules. A number of the managers will attend the
MERCHANTS CAFE
meeting along with the club owners
and some trades in players may reThe Best Place to Eat
sult from their coming together, but
of late years it has become customary
Breakfast, DinDer or Supper
to leave the trading go over until the
in Las Vegas
spring meeting of the league.

--

J

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' 6 A A
STANDARD

V

SILVER
PLAT- EBEAUTIFUL
(STER-

LING) FINISH

e.

C. C. CLAYTON, prop
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
Next to Postal Telegraph Office
.

Chiropody-Hote- l

Romalno
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

e

JONES-BOWER-

MONUMENT

CO

Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
Years Practical Experience.
W. W. BOWERS
E. A. JONES
23

DENTISTS
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
o Dentist
Dental work of any description at
i
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 13
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

EMPRESS
can be ol
.

r

.i
i
tamed m mil cny worn

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs, to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
to 200 ba, Each Delivery
60
Lest than 50 Iba, Each Delivery

lb,

...... ..20c
.............. 25c

per
per
..30c per
40c per
c
per

...,......
....-.50-

109
100
100
100

(ba,
lbs,
Iba.
Iba,
100 Iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, 8 torera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, tka Purity M3
lasting Qualities ot Whieh Have Made Las Vega Jamoua.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

Found

Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Manl-wrTreatment, Facial Massage,

is. g

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

i. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuet
day of the month in the vestry rooms
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock D

Brown-Ketchca-

Purple

fcny

EetferEMPRESS

brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary,

ir'-

'd do

way when you
learn how Much

eacl

Vlaiting brothers are cordially Id
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charlei
Greenclay, Secretary.

giving you

8

you
L. O. O. MOOSE

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Love at Woodmen oi the World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays 01
of government. In Edmonton the
chief issue is a proposal for munici- FOR RENT Desirable front room In each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
modern home. 1112 Douglas avenue Sonsul; Q. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
pal ownership of the gas plant.
Phone Purple 6501.
Local Deputy.
Visitinr
Montague,
OLD CASE COMES UP FOR TRIAL
members are especially welcooe and
Indianapolis, Ind., Dec. 8. Officers FOR RENT Cottage In desirable cordially Invited.
Iron Wrorks,
of the
- 1
neighborhood, newly painted, pa
the failure of which concern in 1911
pered, electric lights. Low rate KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNcreated a sensation In industrial and
Phone Purple 5301.
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
ifinahcial circles, were arraigned in
Curth Thursday in O. R. C. hall.
court today for trial on criminal FOR RENT To lady or
gentleman Pioneer building.
Visiting members
charges brought against them, after
furnished
employed,
invited.
are
comfortable,
Richard Devine,
cordially
"T.iiw'fc
the failure. t-- n
room; no health seekers, phone G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
BASEBALL MEN IN HARMONY
New York, Dec. 8. Magnates of the

CAFF

AND

ANT Ads
Are Best

arket Finders
Classifies ada. Oearcb out the people to whem amoaj tq
those who MIGHT BUT the particular tain fa worth MotV

That property yoi waat to sell la WOJtTH MOB1 v
who reads the evda. to t&ia awvapapar asa iro14 merer
your property nnleaf It vara advertised sere.

ef3
atai
fif

(at

Others, who read and answer ada. la this aeTrtapar waat
amtomoslles, as4
auealaasg!
af. uy sort, aad uasleal g&s
atrumeata.

are anxious to pay caaa for) books,
and furniture, articles of saaulness

ta.

are read by all possible Ksyeia, ef an pof
As the classified
alble sorts of tala, they save eone to be fladera af the beet as

tela.
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Better Do Your Shopping at Once!

,

...

Progressive Las Vegas Merchants offer helpful suggestions for those who would
make acceptable presents to relatives and friends. They will be glad to assist
.
.
.
.
.
to
at
look
their
invite
and
goods.
you
yoi,
WATCH THIS SPACE
MURPHEY'S DRUG STORE
For Daily Programs
a.t the Movies.

Duncan

Browne, Mgrs.

&

PARISIAN" IVORY, CUT GLASS, HAND PAINTED CHINA, GIFT
SHOPPING
LATES.

THE

CLEANERS

DRY

PARISIAN

AND-

CHRISTMAS

HEADQUARTERS FOR XMAS PRESENTS

.

.

-

BAGS,

HUYLER'S

INITIAL BOX PAPER, CORRESPONDENCE
CANDIESFRENCH

PERFUMES,

BOOKS,

CARDS,

siiRiiiSTinPie

MESH

IJGGETTS

BAGS,
CHOCO-

Let MURPHEY Settle Your XMAS GIFTS PROBLEMS

E. Las Vegas,

Satisfaction

CHRISTMAS CANDY

Stationery

have the finest line of fancy Boxes and Baskets ever
shown iq Las Vegas. Make your selection now and give
We

us plenty of time to pack them

Make Good Christmas

Potter Candy Co.

Presents

DON'T FORGET

Very Appropriate Christmas Present
A black or brown felt slipper, fur top, for Mother.
A felt Romeo slipper for Father. A ijair of red or
blue felt slippers for the children with fur or plain top
IF YOU WISH SHOES WE HAVE A COMPLETE

Hedgcock
Don't Get Stung
ON

PICTURE

W. F. Doll

Go to Th

Indian Curios, Real Indian
Pottery, Art Leather, Drawn

THEY KNOW HOW
703
Doug la. Ave.

Buy a Perfect

Protection Life
Insurance Policy
For your
Family's Xmas Present
From

H. S. VAN PETTEN
General State

A Sent

PURE WINES, LIQUORS OR BEER

Get Them of The

You can obtain same by calling up Greenclay's Family LiLiquor House in
quor Store Main 212, the most
te

614 Douglass Ave.

Buy Your Holiday Goods
From

the state

ptlC FUDllSM

Co.

We Have a Complete Line

Goods
latest designs in
foreign & domestic fabrics

of the

JOSEPH IIILLBHAND
Merchant Tailor

619 Douglas

including filigree and other souvenir goods make excellent
Chribtmas gifts
'

We

have the most original line in the West

The Jewler

East Lbb Vegas

Up-todateTai- lor

Mexican Art Jewelry

SaJiino Ljjan
Bridge

Work, Etc.
50i), 6th. St.

,

That When in Need of

STOCK

FR.AMING

VARIETY SHOP

n

DO IT NO'
ORDER. YOUR

The Jeweler

I

MAKE THE BEST OF GIFTS

,

Cards and Monogram

Will be the result of your
purchase if it comes from
us.

Emenaker

(

OUR CANDIES

Simpkins Bros. Candy Co.

Remember our name on
the box means a lot.

'

BAER'S CURIO

&&$$&5&&&$$t2g$S

TRY US THIS YEAR.

N. M.

All Around

A

.

-

WE CALL AND DELIVER

i

...

Candies, Cigars.

Everything- strictly first class and all candies fresh and
wholesome

CLEAN AND PRESS ANYTHING
Fancy Gowns,
w EGloves,
Laces Curtains and Fancy Work.

Phone. Main 35

Indian Jewelry, Teneiff
and Mexican drawn work.
Stationery, Post Cards,
BooKlets, Picture Frames,

BRASS GOODS.

HAT BLOCKERS
523 Sixth Street

Navajo and
blankets,
Leather and Beaded
hand bags, Penants, Banners, Mexican Filigree &nd

GENUINE

OF'

Holiday Goods
For your Selection.

Come

early and

avoid the rush

Co.
CentreJ
Drurj
K.
GOODALL, Manager
D.

WHY NOT a"Mbsh,p
Y. M. O. A.
YOUR PRESENT
FOR CHRISTMAS
BOY9
AtS A

Can You Think of a Belter Present?

DRAPERY AND FULL
EVENING BEESS PEOTOS

Street

one

Made at the

Shumate Studio
are excellent Xmas Gifts.

We've 70 Now But Can Take Care oi More

-

Phone Main 221

That's

AH.

LAS VEGAS DAILY

EIGHT

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

Dill Pickles.
Sour pickles.

i,

Sweet Pickles.
Tomato Relish.

Try a dram
at the Opera

Sweet Relish.
Melba Peaches.

--

Pears.

Supreme

Cherries.

Supreme

Loganberrls.

WHEAT

FOOD

j

Did you get one of the

Supreme Apricots,

re-

cipe books. "Cake Secrets" from
Igleheart Bros., the Swan's

,

Monarch Blueberries.

Down Cake Flour people?

Blackberries.

Monach Blueberries.

Try a package of Swans Down
Cake Flour or Graham Flour.

Red Raspberries.

Monarch Seles Figs.

STEARN'S STORE

OFF

1- -3

On Every Overcoat
in the Store

Jess
less
less
f 15.00 Overcoats, less
fl2.50 Overcoats, less
128.00 Overcoats,
125.00 Overcoats,
1 18.00 Overcoats,

Adv.

Finch's Golden Weddlnlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

$8.45

3

While They Last

Aprons, handkerchiefs and fancy
work of ail kinds will be on sale at
Guild Hall Saturday. Adv.
There will be an election of officers
of the local lodge of the I. O. O. F.
tonight. A large attendance Is requested.

TAICHERT'S

For good home made candy and
home cooking and baking, go to Guild
Hall, Saturday, December 13. Adv.

CLOTHING STORE
Correct Garments (or Men
teas

The Ladies' league of the Presby
terian church will meet tonisrrow afBOYS' LEAGUE GAMES
ternoon at 2:30 o'clock with Mrs. H.
The third contest of th'e'Boys' BasR. McKee, 515 Washington avenue.
ketball league was played Saturday
A large attendance Is desired.
night when the Goldens beat the Rattlesnakes by the score of 18 to 2,
Pablo Lopez was arrested Saturday
while the Harmless Ones beat the
night by Officer E. C. Ward on the
Sheepherders 13 to 9. The games
charge of drunkenness, and this morn were
good ones and played for all
ing was fined $5, including the costs
were worth1. The games are open
they
of the case, by Judge D. R. Murray.
to the public free,' and quite a number watch the little fellows every SatThe Fraternal Brotherhood will hold
as they struggle for suits regular business meeting tonight urday night
in the league.
premacy
in the 0. R. C. hall. A social session
Next Saturday night the Clods and
and refreshments will follow the
the Evil Eyes and the Hiawandas
business session. A large attendance
and Rangers will play.
is desired.
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Potter's Popular Voting
Contest Now Open
elegant ladies workstand filled ..with our
choicest candies will be given to the lady receiving the largest number of votes before Christmas
An

v

r

Eve.

5 Votes With Each 25c Purchase

Potter

The temperature record last night
was eight degrees, according to O. L.
Hargrove, volunteer observer at the
New Mexico Normal University. This
is the lowest yet recorded this, winter.
The next lowest was 9 degrees on Fri
day night.

Standing
Won.

Goldens

2

Clodsi

--

1
1
1
1

Lost

Pet.

0
0
0
0
0

1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

Hiawandas ...
Rangers
Harmless Ones
2
0
Sheepherders
1
0
Evil Eyes
1
0
Valleymounts
Marriage licenses wero issued Sat Rattlesnakes
2
0
urday afternoon at the court house
to Julianita de Lucero, aged 18, and
Moises Ramirez, aged 20, both of FIELDING
INVITED TO
Canon de Manuelitas; Maria Nativl-dnTrujillo, aged 26, of San Miguel,
and Pantaleon Sandoval, aged 28, of RETURN Tfl LAS VEGAS
Bernal.

Candy Company
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NAVAJO BLANKETS
Direct from the Indian
sortment fine colorings

As-

Reservations-Lar- ge

unique

Potters Popular lady

patterns-a- ll

prices.

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.
Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES 1LFELD COMPANY
New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

At

lie

Dome of the Best of Everything Eatable

FRUITS
We have the finest of all fruits in all
varieties, Apples, Bananas, Oranges,
Grapefruit, Lemons, Cranberries, Figs,

Dates, Etc.

CANDIED FRUITS
,

Citron, Lemon Peel, Orange
Cherries and Pineapple.

Peel,

-

EVAFOEATED FRUITS

Prunes, Peaches, Apricots, Apples,
Loganberries and Raspberries.

The Graaf & Ilayward Co. Store

1

EVERYBODY READS THE LAS

VZ-A-

THE POTTER CONTEST
The standing of those competing in

OPTIC

contest this
morning shows Miss Leila Brown far
in the lead. The complete standing
is as follows:
Miss Leila Browne
280; Miss Mary Hays, 155; Miss Ethel Mahon, 145; Miss Nellie "Wells, 100;
Miss Katherine Seelinger, 95; Miss
Alice Regenslmrg, 85; Miss Chella
Van Petten, 50; Miss Bertie Leonard,
30; Miss Lucy Clement, 20; Miss Clari-be- l
Adler, 20. The remainder of the
contestants are all under 20 in number of votes.
TELEPHONE BOWLING TONIGHT
This evening at the Elks' club in
this city and at the Drummer alleys
In Albuquerque will occur one of the
most unique bowling games ever
staged in the state, when the local
Elks' crack bowling organization will
meet an equally strong bunch of the
Duke City, the results to be trans
mitted by telephone.
The game will start promptly at 8
o'clock and all Elks and their ladies
are cordially invited to witness the
local end of the contest. A second
team will be used in Albuquerque as
well as here tonight to offset the
handicap by playing the game over
the telephone. The second team
which will bowl against the first team
here Is a strong aggregation, insuring
that the game as a whole will be in
teresting for spectators. The Albuquerque lineup is Lathrop, Landolfl,
Deschler, DcLorlmer and Jungbluth.
,

COMMERCIAL
CLUB WRITES
LETTER TO THE LUBIN
STAR PRODUCER
On behalf of

the

club
and the citizens of Las Vegas George
A. Fleming, acting secretary of the
Commercial club, has written Romaine
Commercial

Have You Tried
Our

ANOTHER

SHIPMENT

'mm

Sweet, Sour; "and
Dill Pickles, Sauer

OF

Fresh
Oysters
JUST

Of the profit the merchant was making when he offers you
from
f
off on goods.
to
You are paying

HOME

BOUCHER'S

Kraut
Figs, Nuts, Etc. Etc.

IN AT

BISMARK
SERVED ANY STYLE

a
for The Optic.

SENT UN

Fielding, inviting him to return and
expressing Las Vegas' regret at his
departure. The letter follows:
MINERS ARE INDIGNANT
Las Vegas, N. M., Dec. 6, 1913.
Mr. Romaine Fielding,
Calumet, Mich., Dec. 8. Three hundred Cornish miners employed by the
Agent Lubin Mfg. Co.,
Las Vegas, N. M.
Champion mine in the copper strike
My Dear Mr. Fielding: It is with district, aroused by the murder of
great regret that I learn of your de- three Englishmen Sunday morning, toparture from this city to a warmer day held an indignation meeting. The
climate for the winter months, and Western! Federation of Miners was deon behalf of the Commercial club, nounced and a demand was made for
representing the citizens of Las protection and law enforcement. A
Vegas, I cannot refrain from taking committee was appointed to inform
this opportunity of expressing to you the mine management that the Eng- the appreciation of the people of Las
Vegas of the pleasure of having had
you and your company In, this city for
the past several months.
Not only do we appreciate the com
mercial Importance and advertising
value of your company and the large
amount of money which you have
spent In the community, but we appreciate as well the pleasure of having had yoit and the members of your
company as residents of this city, and
you can rest assured that the people
of Las Vegas will gladly welcome your
return at any time, and more than J
that, sincerely hope that the pleasure
of welcoming you back to this city
may not be long delayed.
With very best personal regards,
believe me,
Very truly yours,

team plenty of time
to get In good shape. The outlook
for a strong team is bright and it will
be some surprise if the Newtonians
carry off the win end of the contest.
Physical Director Demarals is planning several new plays for the team
and a fast aggregation will represent
Las Vegas. This Is the first of several outside games the local association figures on having and if arrangements can be satisfactorily made the
association team will travel to El
f'aso to represent Las Vegas In the
big basketball tournament there. All
big games will be played in tlie

DID YOU EVER STOP TO THINK?
one-fourt-

OPEN ALL NIGHT

1

RflllPHFlW

h

one-hal-

mighty high for goods when you don't buy at his special sale.
And this is most of the time.

Our goods Bk.re not marked to stand
cial saJes. Our regular prices
are lower than the specieJ
prices offered
elsewhere.

This afternoon in his chambers
Judge David J. Leahy of the district
court heard evidence la an Inquiry
into the sanity of Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Crabtree, who were placed in the
State hospital for tne Insane when
they became ungovernable at the Las
Vegas hospital, where they were
lodged Saturday. The decision o' the
judge had not been learned late this
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Crabtree are the people who arrived in Las Vegas Friday
night on one of the trains held here
by the snow blockade, and who show
Mrs. L
ed signs of acute dementia.
Crabtree is the woman who attempted
suicide at La Pension hotel Saturday
morning.
The couple were Temoved to the
Las Vegas hospital Saturday at noon
at ifcaj request of local physicians,
wh 'diagnosed their cases as tem
porary Insanity, but during the after
noon Mr. Crabtree became unmanage
able. It was necessary that force be
used to subdue the man and finally
he was placed in a bed and tied. Mrs.
Crabtree was far the more tractable
during the afternoon, but Jn the evening also became difficult to handle.
Saturday' night Mr. Crabtree broke
away from the bed to which hs had
been tied and created a disturbance
at the hospital. Assistance was summoned and the couple taken to the
insane asylum, where they are now
confined temporarily.
Doubtless the couple will be declared Insane, as everything indicates
they are irratlonaL, There was some
suBpi'don that they had been drugged,
but this theory has been denied by
the physicians. The high altitude
probably was Indirectly the cause of
their loss of sanity. It was announced this morning that the Santa. Fe
railway might be required to carry
the couple to their destination as
they are not citizens of New Mexico
and there is no reason for this state
caring for them permanently.
The two children, one a little girl
about six years of age, and the other
a baby of about 13 months, are being
taken care of temporarily by Mr. and
Mrs. C. H. Schlrmer, who kindly consented to do this chcarltable act Sat
urday night. The children are bright
youngsters and display none of the
insanity of their parents. Future dis
posal of these children probably will
be provided for by the court. The
Crabtrees, as was stated Saturday,
were on their way from California to
their home in Athens, Tenn.

NEWTON HERE CHRISTMAS
GEORGE A. FLEMING,
The Y. M. C. A. received word this
Acting Secretary.
morning that the Newton, Kas., Y. M.
C. A. team will be here on Christmas
day to play the big game with the
The Chinese divide the entire day
local "Y" squad. This will give the isto 12 parts, each two hours long.

Subscribe

VILL

IT IS LIKELY DEMENTED COUPLE
WILL BE ORDERED TAKEN
TO TENNESSEE

of Old Taylor Bourbon
Bar. Adv.

Home made mince meat for sale at
Guild Hall, Saturday December 13.

RALSTON

Supreme

Monrach

5:31

the

Sweet Special Peaches.

Monarch

at

33

Cookies, like mother used to make
at Guild Hall, Saturday Adv.
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19l3.
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CRABTREES

LOCAL NEWS

NEW GOODS

NEW GOODS

ONDAY, DECEMSSft

OPTlCj

spe-

J. C. Johnsen and Son.
"Complete furnishers of the Home."
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ED. W. ROLAND JR. (i,,c.) OFFERS

A

Play of

Founded
upon an
Emblem

Human

Interest

of Purity

Vi

By EDWARD E. ROSE
Author of Janice Meredith, Alice of Old Vincennes, The
Prisoner ofZmnda, David liar urn, The Spenders, Etc.

Hciv York, Chicago

f

THE

Boston Success;

GREAT I

SYR OPS IS OF PL A Y
Act I. Lawn In front of Bruce Wilton's
country home, West Chester, N. Y.
" The hours I spent with thee, dear heart,
Are as a string ol pearls to me."
ACT II.
study.

An hour

Act III. Bruce Wilton'sStudy
mormon.

thenejtt

" tell each bead unto the end,
and there a cross is buns '

later. Bruce Wilton's

Act IV.

later.

Outside the Chanel one soui

3.

" eount them over,
" kiss each bead and strive at last to
evry one a'part.
learn
My ro'saryr
J 0 Kiss tnt Lross, sweetheart! to kiss the Cross!
(TEXT BY KOBEUT CAMERON ROGERS)

Mrro'sasryl

COMPLETE

MAGNIFICENT

PRODUCTION

Gorgeous Electrical Effects
- 50c 75c and $1 AO
Prices Seats on Sale at Murphey's Friday

SSSSJSS
The

Science of
Selling

Farms

If it may be termed
include

must

a means of presenting the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this
class in the southwest us 3 the
SI,

'

'!'
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OPTIC

111111s WANT
lishmen will not return to work, unless
the company agrees not to reinstate
'
strikers.
At Painesdale, strikers were not
permitted to parade today. At Daltlc
the strikers refused to obey the order
of deputy sheriffs not to traverse mine
property and a shot was fired at the
officers.
The latter charged with
riot sticks and dispersed the strikers.
The murder of Arthur and Harry
Jane and Thomas Dally, English subjects, at Painesdale Sunday, has been
called' to the attention of the British
government. .
SANITORIUM

a science

SNOWBOUND

COLUMNS

washed ashore last September by the
Hudson river. His defense of Insanity was made by his lawyers with his
consent The district attorney charges
that Schmidt Is' shamming insanity
and that his plea to be permitted to
expiate his crime in the electric chair
Is insincere.
TRIAL

NEAR CLLOSE

Shelbyvllle, Ind., Dec. 8, Whentha
trial of William B. Craig, charged
with the murder of Dr. Helene Knabe,
was resumed here today the state expected to complete Its case before
nightfall.
The state rested Its case In the
trial of Dr. Craig at noon today, with
the completion of the examination of
Miss Augusta Knabe, cousin of the
dead physician. After recess the defense moved to take the case from
the jury and dismiss Dr. Craig. The
motion was argued at length.

Colorado Springs, Colo., Pec, 8.
The pack train of mules which left
here early today with fuel and provisions to relieve the" Modern Woodmen sanitorlum, snowbound since the
beginning of the storm, reached the
Institution this afternoon after a
memorable trip. The snow was highCOPPER STOCK INCREASES
er than the animals in places, and
New York, Dec. 8. The statement
shovels had to be used to assist them.
On arriving at the Institution: it was of the Copper Producers' association
learned that an old .log barn had for November shows an Increase In
been torn down ' to supply fuel and stxxckB on hand of 15,363,047 pounds,
that the patients had been; livling on compared with the previous month.
turkeys and chickens grown on the
ranch.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

FOR SALE Good Singer sewing maSCHMIDT TRIAL BEGINS
New York, Dec. 8. Hans Schmidt,
chine; a bargain. 612 National avenue.
biie time assistant rector of St. Joseph's church, was placed on trial tohorse; a
day for the inurder of Anna'Aumuller, FOR SALE A
a crime which he confessed after porbargain If taken at once. 120
tions of the girl's body had been
Grand avenue.
t

1,000-poun-
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